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In memory of  archeologist V.V. Krapivina! 
Anatoliy Zolotukhin 

 
FIVE AUTOGRAPES OF THE HOMER 

(The Pantheon of hidden verses of lapidary monuments from the island Berezan') 
 

In the catalogue " Borisphen-Berezan'. Early Antiquity in the Northern Black Sea Littoral. The 120th 
Anniversary of Archeological Excavations on the Island of Berezan' " of the exhibition in the State Hermitage 
Museum  there can be found a  photo of the letter written on the lead plate as well as similar materials on the four 
lapidary monuments. [1] The fifth lapidary monument, which is the so-called Mastor’s Stone (which is also from 
the collection of the State Hermitage Museum), was reviewed in 2001, using the technique of reading of the hidden 
verses [2]. The decryption results were published in the book Homer. The Immanent Biography (Theses). [3, 4] We 
are going to return to it later on because, as it turned out, all the hidden verses in all the five of lapidary 
monuments are overall linked and interwoven with acro-, meso- and televerses and, furthermore, they  constitute a 
single complex, which is similar to the Pantheon. So, the first reading of the hidden verses in the text was 
completed on the so-called Mastor’s Stone. The second case of deciphering of the hidden verses was completed for 
the mentioned above  "Achillodorus’ letter" written on the lead plate.[5] 

The basic motives for creating the hidden verses by Homer as well as the reasons for the lack of his outright 
biography have been  set out in an article [6]. Homer has developed a timeline and a calendar, which are both very 
close to the modern ones. The start of the numbering of days and years was conducted from  July, 16, 776 BC, i.e., 
according to the chronology of Homer, that was the 1st day of the 1st year. In the years when Olympiad was held, to 
the total number of days in a year one more day should be added. [7] In 2007, I started working on the systematic 
presentation of the evidences of the theses which were given in the immanent biography of Homer [3, 4]. I based 
my research on the Classical Greek texts written by Homer. In May, 2008, when the tables were completed for all 
the personal names and titles mentioned in The Iliad and The Odyssey, the hidden verses composed from five 
words were found within them. They were written down in the form of hymns, namely, the Paean and the 
Olympuses. Those hymns, which are composed from the personal names mentioned for the first time, are called 
the Paeans . The hymns, composed of all the personal names in the order they are mentioned in the text, are called 
the  Olympuses.  

However, the process of reading of the hidden verses turned out  to be rather complicaed, because it requires 
from the scientist a precise knowledge of the biography of Homer. And this can be   reached only after reading and 
linking over all the dates and events of all the material in question. So the work is done by making cycling 
improvements in reading of the total array of approximately 4900 hidden verses, with gradual approximation to the 
author's own original intention. For the past 5 years I have tentatively (the work has not been finished yet) restored 
the hidden verses in The Iliad and The Odyssey, The Hymns, in the writings of Hesiod (which turns to be  a 
pseudonym of Homer), The Argonautica (this is a plagiarism of Apollonius of Rhodes) and others. 

Before moving to analyzing the five  lapidary monuments, here is some information on the method of 
restoration of  the hidden verses. In the monograph [2] the method of reading of the hidden texts is given. It was 
proved valid on the great variety of sources – starting with the Bible and finishing with Byzantine, ancient 
Bulgarian and Old Russian words, prayers, and chronicles. Also in the monograph it is stated that in the 
Pentateuch of Moses there are some verses composed of five words, which are signed with the names of Moses 
and David [2, pp. 309-311].  The reading method of the hidden verses of the lapidary texts differs from the 
restoration of the outright reading of the same texts, as well as from the reading of the same verses in the epics of 
Homer. Below it will be stated that the text decoration of lapidary monuments came to us from Homer himself, 
although epigraphists backdated them to the 1st - 2nd  centuries AD. However, the dates given in the hidden verses, 
will serve as a refutation of these conclusions. Here you need to pay attention to the fact that the original text of 
lapidary monuments had been written in capital letters, and while adapting the text to the modern orthography, 
uppercase and lowercase letters were used. Thus, the choice of personal names is somehow spontaneous and may 
be different from the author's choice. In the cases of  reading the plaintext for each monument  the selection of 
personal names is a subject to the contents of the plain text, and rightly so. Homer himself indicated this to us,  
while creating this text. However, you should bear in mind that the writing down of the text in capital letters gave a 
possibility to hide those names that were necessary for the secret text compiled from the verses composed from 
five words. Thus, we can deduce that usually the quantity of hidden personal names is bigger  than identified while 
reading the plain text, and they may have the most unusual appearance, even without the support of their 
translation in dictionaries. 
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In addition, the hidden texts of Homer are abundant in numbers, dates of events and birthdays of the 
characters, which often substituted their personal names. The role of numbers at  that time, as you know, belonged 
to the letters of the alphabet. So often, Homer used the personal names that actually were to mean the dates 
necessary to him. Moreover, the main difference of the hidden verses of the epics and lapidary texts in dating 
events or birthdays of the characters was the following. The epics are expanded songs and are large enough in 
volume. Homer numbered each personal name indicating the number of song in the epic, the number of hexameter 
in the song, the ordinal number of the personal name in the song and, finally, he numbered all the verses composed 
of five words in every song by their order. And all these numbers altogether, using all of the arithmetic rules, took 
part in numbering of the day and the year of the event. It is clear that lapidary texts do not have such opportunities. 
Therefore, their distinctive feature is a more reliable indication of dates through the combination of letters in each 
personal name and related words, selected continuously from the beginning of the personal name in question, or 
from the end of it. Three basic principles of selection of letters-figures for a designation of dates are brought in 
article [5], they should be repeated here for below without these methodical instructions the principle of allocation 
of dates from separate words will not be clear. 

1. The most important principle is the continuity of selection of letters for dates from the isolated text unit. 
Letters for figures are selected continuously either from the beginning, or from the end of a word. It is impossible 
to select letters for dates inside of a word and it is impossible to jump through letters inside of a word. At the same 
time, for dating it is supposed to include the adjacent parts of the text adjoining a word from that side from which 
selection of letters for dates is conducted. It is connected by that texts initially entered the name continuously, 
without division into separate words, the unions and pretexts. And it does not break a principle of a continuity of 
selection.   

2. At a choice of the necessary figure from multicomplex letters-figures the rule акростиха operates. For 
example, x=600 it is possible to choose figures 600, 60 or 6, and from the letter c = 60, only 60 or 6.  

3. Any figure can be made of several letters-figures, using all of the arithmetic action: additions, subtraction, 
division and multiplication. The same letter can be used some times, as independently, and at drawing up of those 
or other figures, but only in different combinations or for an establishment of different dates. The direction of 
drawing up of complex figures (from left to right or on the contrary) has no value. Important thus to observe a 
principle of a continuity of the selection, specified in item 1. 

Common to all the types of the hidden verses is the fact that they  do not obey the ordinary  rules of grammar 
and syntax. The main attention is focused on the allegorical translation of the core meaning of the words. This does 
not apply to the personal names in their primary sense. Homer, for example, in order  to describe the name of the 
Muse, equally used the names of Hera and Latona, for they have the related allegorical meaning "Desirable". 
Another aspect is in the over placement of several allegorical meanings in order to clarify the content. The main 
way to catch the allegorical meaning is to find the trend of the core meaning that supports the contents of the 
translation of the entire verse. Finally, often next to the personal names Homer puts some related words that either 
convey the content or allegorical meaning of the personal name, or indicate the direction of the translation.  

The existing uncertainty and seeming arbitrariness in reading the allegorical  meaning and in defining the 
dates is compensated by finding them in other places and sources, i.e., by a set of statistics. That is why Homer 
often duplicates the dates and stories about the events. Important when evaluating the  first encountered dates of 
any events, is the knowledge of the basic features of biography of Homer [3, 4]. Finally, the structuring of the 
hidden verses composed of five words, which are organized in two kinds of hymns, i.e.,  the  Paeans  and the  
Olympuses, also helps to meet the challenges of their restoration. For example, the cities in which Homer lived, 
Elay and Olbia, are often translated in the epics as "olive" and "happy", since they are written with a lowercase 
letters. The content of the texts of the hidden verses shows how they were presented in the original.  

All Homer's works are well-structured and harmonious. So, at the end of this study, it was found that the 
texts of all of the five monuments are linked with the unique Paean and Olympus. Moreover, the verses of the joint 
Paean are linked with acro-, meso-, and televerses, having totally new content. This is this content which 
predetermined that the restoration of the monuments was done correctly. Here is the final variant of this 
restoration, which was obtained by using the method of the sequential approximation. 33 years of experience of 
working with the texts of Homer finally convinced me that if you think that you met some kind of mistake in 
Homer's works, it is better to look for this mistake in your own deductions. He was always right and was extremely 
accurate in everything because he had an absolute memory and the highest speed of thinking and arithmetical 
calculations. Below you can find the evidences to this statement. That is why in the final hymn to Apollo, Homer 
warned that he and his Muse would curse those who would violate the meaning of the hidden verses and interprete 
it in the wrong way. Still, this hard work is definitely worth it, because the fact of finding of the hidden verses 
radically changes the entire agenda of solving the Homeric question and this article aims to illustrate this 
specifically. 
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Monument No. 1. 
Let us consider the State Hermitage catalog text  which is recorded on a slab of white marble, decorated with 

bas relief acroterium, with a dedication to Achilles the Hero (273. B64.239, I-II centuries), which is shown in 
Figure 1. [1, p. 149] Here are the adapted Classical Greek texts and their translations reproduced in the catalogue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ὲpὶ ᾰrxontoj 
Eύrhsibίou Ἀna- 
cimέnouj tó b′ 
οί περί Dionύsi- 
on  Ἀlecάndr- 
ou (isο) άgora- 
nómoi Inarma- 
zoj Koukodw- 
noj Batagoj A- 
dwlou Reuro- 
maroj Seipela- 
gou   Dionusód- 
wroj Boudei   
eύxaristήrin 
Ἀxilleἴ Ἤrwi 
Roiromaros Sip- 
elagou  ἔgrayen    

 
Eurisibiy, 
son of Anaximen,  
chosen for the second time,  
agoranomoi headed by  
Dionisius,  
son of Alexander,  
Inarmaz, a son of  
Kukodon,  
Batag, a son  
of Sipelag,  
Dionisodor,  
a  son of Budiy, (brought) 
a benedictive gift  
to Achilles the Hero;  
Reunomar wrote down, 
a son of Sipelag 
of Archon 

 
               Fig.1 

 
The Paean: the  personal names, as they are mentioned in the letter written on the marble slab No.1. 
 

No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

1.1 Ὲpὶ (ᾰrxontoj) 
 Eύrhsi-bίou 

(leader - on the 167 th year – across 53 days after that 85 day) Considered – a 
biography on 138 d. 167 yr. 

 

1.2 Ἀnacimέ-noj (tó b′ οί) Of the 2-nd mighty leader, who was born one day later than me, born on the 61st day 
119 yr. (one of two twins) 

 

1.3 (peri) Dio-nύsion (on 85th day 167 yr. slaughtered) Dionisius on 48 yrs.  
1.4 Ἀlecάndrou (iso άgor)  Alexander (equal the only to people who was born in the 127th year in 328th day)  
1.5 (anómo-j) Ina-rmazoj 1.(villainously by 20 men) at 16-year-old  femme agoranomos was Strangled.  
1.6 Ko-ukodwnoj Kikon brn. in 263 d. 102 yr.  to wine  
1.7 Batagoj The prickle of stingray to the leader in 80 d. 165 yr.   
1.8 Ad-wlou Deadely poison to Hades with brn. in 80 d. 131 yr. Tyro 
1.9 Reur-omaroj Born on the 105th day 114 yr. - in a pot - had sent  
1.10 Seipel-agou Dionusodwroj 2. my Marine Goddess on 51 yrs.  
1.11 Dionuso-dwros for Dionisius gift in 303 d. 165 yr.  
1.12 Boud-ei (eύxaristή-rin)  During the Budini’ feast (in 51 year born in 105 d. 114th year.)   
1.13 Ἀxil-leἴ  (ήrwi) One brn in 61st d. 119 yr. by the boaster of Achilles-Hero (brn. in 62 d.119 yr.)   
1.14 R(e)oirom-arossi and Born on the 105thd. 114 yr. the beloved in marble   
1.15 Pelagou  (ἔgra-yen) 3.Seamen (glorified of mine) in 138 d. 167 yr.   
                                                                         

In the original text of the lapidary inscriptions we identified 16 personal names. Out of them following the 
introduction of the name "Hero" as an auxiliary word to the name of Achilles, you should get three verses of the 
Paean hymn, composed of five words, since all the personal names are original. In the last two names the letters 
are reassigned in order not to repeat the names of  Reunomar (1.9) and Sipelag (1.10). Three letters which are 
situated after the name of Alexander and in front of the word agoronoms can be barely read on the monument (see 
fig. 1). On the monument (see the 6th line from the beginning) they are taken in brackets (ISO) and written down in 
a way as they should be, judging by the reading of the hidden verses. The first letter on the monument (I) is clearly 
readable,  and as for the  other two, they are barely visible. It seems that  it was the poet himself who beveled them 
away. The reason could possibly be that they could be read as the year of birth of Paris = Alexander, and it could 
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designate him as  a man of power in the eyes of his contemporaries. Thus, the very nature of reading of  the hidden 
verses could be revealed. Anyway, this is the result of the  doubts of the author. Hard to read are the last letters in 
the last but one line on the monument (SIP). They are left as in original publication. Although it is worth to notice, 
that the true name of Homer ZHT (AS) could be read there as the author's signature (two letters ZH in Fig. 1 are 
distinctly visible). The monument survives, and modern research methods of epigraphical inscriptions allows us to 
check the assumptions that are made here.  

Now, let us record the three verses of the Paean hymn with their translation. Here the designation of the 
hidden  verses (LРV.2.1) is introduced, where L stands for Lapidary, PV stands for the Paean Verse, then there is 
the number of the monument (as enumerated according to the identification) and the number of the verse in the 
monument. It  is necessary to catalogue all the hidden verses that will be revealed in the lapidary monuments. In 
the Classical Greek text the letters-numerals are in bold, and in the translation they are in italic. 
                                    
LPV.1.1. Ὲpὶ (ᾰrxontoj) Eύrhsi-bίou Ἀnacimέ-noj (tó b′ οί) (peri) Dio-nύsion Ἀlecάndrou (iso άgor)  

(anómoj) Ina-rmazoj 
LPV.1.2. Ko-ukodwnoj Batagoj  Ad-wlou  Reur-omaroj Seipel-agou 
LPV.1.3. Dionuso-dwros Boud-ei (eύxaristή-rin) Ἀxil-leἴ (Ἤrwi) R(e)oirom-arossi Pelagou  (ἔgra-yen) 

 
LPV.1.1 (leader - in the 167th year – across 53 days after that 85 d.) Considered – a biography on 138 d. 167 yr. of the 2-nd  

mighty leader, who was born one day later than me, born on the 61st day 119 yr. (one of two twins) (on the 85th d. 167 yr.  

slaughtered) Dionisius on 48 yrs. Alexander (the only  equal to people who was born in the 127 th year in the 328th day)  
(villainously by 20 men) at 16-year-old  femme fatale agoranomos was strangled. 

LPV.1.2 to Kikon brn. in 263 d. 102 yr. wine the prickle of stingray to the leader in 80 d.165 yr. Deadely poison to Hades  
with brn.in 80 d. 131 yr. - in a pot - had sent my Marine Goddess on 51 yrs. 

LPV.1.3 for Dionisius gift in 303 d. 165 yr. during the Budini' feast in the 51st  year born in 105 d. 114  yr. One born on the  
61st day 119 yr. by the boaster of Achilles-Hero brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. and brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. the beloved in marble Seamen   

glorified of mine in 138 d. 167 yr.. 
 

In the first verse LPV.1.1 it goes about the fact that  after 53 days after the death of Achilles on the 85th  day, 
i.e., on  the 138th day  of the year (November, 30, 609 BC) Homer, who was born on 61st  day, decided to create a 
biography of his twin brother (the Iliad). Here the dates are  obtained from the auxiliary word - ᾰrxontoj and they 
are read virtually as "one Leader in the year 167th  Ὲpὶ - after 57 days," i.e., here  goes the juxtaposition of the 
meaning of the word "Archonts" and the dates contained in it. The same juxtaposition of the  meanings can be 
observed  in the name of 1.2 Ἀna-ci-mέnoj (tó b′ οί): by itself, the name Anaximenos can be translated as "the 
powerful leader". The date of birth is marked with number of ci, i.e., the 61st day, and the prefix Ἀna (meaning 
"over") refers to the  number of a – 1 and an action, i.e. you should add to 61 days one more. Achilles, as it is 
known, was born one day later than Homer, i.e., he was born  on the 62nd  day. [2, 3] The name is followed by 
additional supporting words (tó b′ οί), which should be read as οί=οἶoj - one of the two (b′) = tó=τοῦτο, i.e., twins, 
as a synonym of referring to the one side and another.  Auxiliary word  referring to the personal name of Dionysius 
(peri) is divided into two parts. In the first pe is stated = the 85th day of the death of Achilles, and the second part 
has a trend of  peri=167 yr. – “dead-cold, slaughtered”. It is clear that the name bears an additional meaning here, 
as the deity of entertainment and drunkenness. The last name of the verse Ina-rmazoj is artificial and is created by 
Homer to describe the death of Achilles from 16-year-old Trojan femme-fatale, a daughter of agoronom: Ina 
stands here for 16, ar stands for "death", the end mazój=masτój - means "a nipple, an udder, debauchery, a cord 
of a hunter’s net”, which gives the possibility to translate the name of Inarmaz as "strangled at 16-year-old femme-
fatale of agoranomos. The supporting word άgor-anómoj  can be divided into two separate words. This does not 
prevent the use of it in order to describe the whole form as "agoranomos's daughter". Thus, firstly, the autonomy of 
the second part of the word anómoj - which means "vilely, criminally," enables the use at the end of the word of 
the last letter (j) = 20, that is, Achilles was vilely strangled by 20 Trojan warriors. Secondly, the first part of the 
word agoronomos άgor makes it possible, on the one hand, to highlight the phrase "ά-one as άgor - people or equal 
to people". On the other hand, without interrupting the row of digits, you can select the birthday of Alexander go = 
37, i.e., 365-37=328  day. That is why,  it is suggested that three ill-read letters standing in front of the 
"agoronomos" are  denoting the year of birth: iso = 127th year. As we can see, Homer  decided to name the date of 
birth of the chief assassin of Achilles, Paris, who was born on  June, 7, 649 BC. And once more we want to 
emphasize that, without splitting the words άgor-anómoj into two independent parts, one cannot separate in one 
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word two dates from the two ends of word, because it would violate the basic principle of continuous selection for 
digital signs. However, probably, when Homer planned the reading of the date of birth, he decided to take away a 
year to make a combination of name and year of birth, following each other, not too obvious. Thus, the date of 
creation of the lapidary monument No. 1 by  Homer is November, 30, 609 BC. On these days the Trojan war was 
still going on and its outcome still was not clearly predictable. Immediately after the death of Achilles, 
Agamemnon was about to leave on the ships for his homeland. i.e., Greece, but Odyssey = Homer intervened and  
brought him back. In mid March, 609 BC Troy was defeated. Trojan Kings Priam and Paris were killed by 
Neoptolemus, the son took revenge for his father. 

The second verse LPV.1.2 tells us about how the Muse (brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.) of Homer managed to kill the 
utmost enemy of their family in 303 d. 165 yr., a Trojan supporter and a Scythian Tsar Pan (brn. in 263 d.102 yr.), 
who for 35 years had forced a father of Homer (brn. in 303 d. 100 yr.) of their homeland. She handed a wine with 
stingray poison in a clay pot  for him and the maid gave this wine to Pan during the feast her daughter Tyro (brn. in 
80 d. 131 yr.). Here the first name of the Koukod-wnoj is divided into two parts, where the trend is Koukod= 
Kikonej which stands for the Thracian tribe of Kikonians, and wnoj=oἷnoj stands for "wine". The name Batagos is 
also divided into two parts: Bat=Bᾰtij – «stingray » and agoj - leader. The name Ad-wlou is also divided into 
two parts with the following reading of their trends: Ad=ᾍidhj -"Hades " and wlou=ὄllῡmi deadly.  In the name 
of Reunomar- Reur-omaroj  there is a reference to the Muse, it must be divided into two parts. The first part 
indicates the day of the birth of the Muse: Re = 105th day and Reur = 114 yr. The trend for the second part of the 
name is the word ur=ὔrxh – "clay pot", and for the third part it is omaroj=ὁmartέw – to send. In the last name of 
Sipelag, the second part is translated as "marine", and the first part has two possible readings: Sei = qeῖoj – "the 
goddess", and the second is "my". 

The third verse LPV.1.3 thematically combines the first two verses and is  the dedication to Achilles and the 
Muse. The first name of Dionisodor echoes in the interpretation of "Dionysius gift" with the name Ahillodor which 
stand for "Ahilles' gift" in the hidden letter of Achilles written on the lead plate, which had been created by Homer 
16 years earlier than the lapidary inscription. [5] For sure Homer read this  letter while beimg at the Muse’s after 
returning from Egypt. The second name in the last verse Budiy, together with the subsidiary word housel indicates 
the fact of poisoning of Pan during the feast with the Scythian tribe of budines (which is often referred to by 
Herodotus [10]). The last two letters of the name Budini indicated how old was the Muse (in bold) on that time, 
Boud-ei, i.e., 51 yrs. As far as below we will  repeatedly name 114th year as the year of birth of the Muse, the event 
should be traced to the 165th year, i.e. 611 BC. The name of the hero Achilles Ἀxil-leἴ can be decomposed into 
two parts. The first parts of Ἀxil – brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. Further, taking into account the trend, the end leἴ=leἴa 
need to be read as "chisel" of “Achilles-the hero”. The last but one name of Reunomar- R(e)-oiro-maros continues 
this text: "and he praised on marble his beloved  who was born on the day 105th”. Here R(e) is an acrostic on the 
plate made of the first letters of the last two lines of the inscription (see Figure 1). This insert reconstructs the word 
missing here on the basis of the trend of the R(e)o= Rέomai = Rέw, which i  stands for "glorified". The trend of the 
second part of the name we suggest to read  as oiro= oὶόr= ὰnήr, which stands for  the beloved or mistress,  and the 
last part of  it maros is a contraction of mάrmᾰroj -"marble". 

Now let us turn to the Classical Greek text of the 21st song The Iliad to find the proof of the events 
described in the lapidary monument. But, first of all, let us note the following. It was found that within each song 
of the epics  there could be found two kinds of hymns composed from five words, namely, the Paeans and the 
Olympuses. Those hymns, which are composed from the personal names mentioned for the first time, are called 
the  Paeans. The hymns, composed of all the personal names in the order they are mentioned in the text, are called 
the Olympuses.  We managed to find out that Homer initially began to create «The Catalogue of the Ships» while 
staying under the walls of Troy  in 617 BC. If  we separate it from the  second song   of The Iliad, you will see that 
it is composed almost entirely of new personal names, i.e.,  according to the form it was the Paean hymn. The idea 
of creation of the epic came to the Muse, when in Olbia-1 funeral feast for  Achilles took place. She suggested that 
Homer should write the epics, celebrating an outstanding hero-winner, in contrast to the mourning of his death. 
And since at this time Homer was under the influence of composing «The Catalogue of the Ships», all the first 
three monuments   in question were created in the form of the  Paeans. And as  the 4-th monument, which was 
written a year and a half later, it  already contained  the repeating personal names and  an Olympus hymn could be 
compiled in it.  

Let us write down the personal names and titles of the Classical Greek text of the 21th song of The Iliad, 
which covers 44th-46th hidden verses of the Olympus, in the table of the personal names, which can be found 
below. The Classical Greek text is taken from [9]: 
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i)/omen Ou)/lumpon de\ Dio\j poti\ xalkobate\j dw=. 
a)/rxe: su\ ga\r geneh=fi new/teroj: ou) ga\r e)/moige 
kalo/n, e)pei\ pro/teroj geno/mhn kai\ plei/ona oi)=da.                                                                   440 
nhpu/ti' w(j a)/noon kradi/hn e)/xej: ou)de/ nu tw=n per 
me/mnhai o(/sa dh\ pa/qomen kaka\ )/Ilion a)mfi\ 
mou=noi nw=i+ qew=n, o(/t' a)gh/nori Laome/donti 
pa\r Dio\j e)lqo/ntej qhteu/samen ei)j e)niauto\n 
misqw=? e)/pi r(htw=?: o(\ de\ shmai/nwn e)pe/tellen.                                                                              445 
h)/toi e)gw\ Trw/essi po/lin pe/ri tei=xoj e)/deima 
eu)ru/ te kai\ ma/la kalo/n, i(/n' a)/rrhktoj po/lij ei)/h: 
Foi=be su\ d' ei)li/podaj e(/likaj bou=j boukole/eskej 
)/Idhj e)n knhmoi=si poluptu/xou u(lhe/sshj. 
a)ll' o(/te dh\ misqoi=o te/loj polughqe/ej w(=rai                                                               450 
e)ce/feron, to/te nw=i+ bih/sato misqo\n a(/panta 
Laome/dwn e)/kpagloj, a)peilh/saj d' a)pe/pempe. 
su\n me\n o(/ g' h)pei/lhse po/daj kai\ xei=raj u(/perqe 
dh/sein, kai\ pera/an nh/swn e)/pi thledapa/wn: 
steu=to d' o(/ g' a)mfote/rwn a)poleye/men ou)/ata xalkw=?.                                         455 
nw=i+ de\ a)/yorroi ki/omen kekotho/ti qumw=? 
misqou= xwo/menoi, to\n u(posta\j ou)k e)te/lesse. 
tou= dh\ nu=n laoi=si fe/reij xa/rin, ou)de\ meq' h(me/wn 
peira=? w(/j ke Trw=ej u(perfi/aloi a)po/lwntai 
pro/xnu kakw=j su\n paisi\ kai\ ai)doi/h?j a)lo/xoisi                                                        460 
to\n d' au)=te prose/eipen a)/nac e(ka/ergoj )Apo/llwn: 
e)nnosi/gai' ou)k a)/n me sao/frona muqh/saio 
e)/mmenai, ei) dh\ soi/ ge brotw=n e(/neka ptolemi/cw 
deilw=n, oi(\ fu/lloisin e)oiko/tej a)/llote me/n te 
zaflege/ej tele/qousin a)rou/rhj karpo\n e)/dontej,                                                                   465 
a)/llote de\ fqinu/qousin a)kh/rioi. a)lla\ ta/xista 
pauw/mesqa ma/xhj: oi(\ d' au)toi\ dhriaa/sqwn. 
w(\j a)/ra fwnh/saj pa/lin e)tra/pet': ai)/deto ga/r r(a 
patrokasignh/toio migh/menai e)n pala/mh?si. 
to\n de\ kasignh/th ma/la nei/kese po/tnia qhrw=n                                                           470 
)/ Artemij a)grote/rh, kai\ o)nei/deion fa/to mu=qon: 
feu/geij dh\ e(ka/erge, Poseida/wni de\ ni/khn 
pa=san e)pe/treyaj, me/leon de/ oi( eu)=xoj e)/dwkaj: 
nhpu/tie ti/ nu to/con e)/xeij a)nemw/lion au)/twj; 
mh/ seu nu=n e)/ti patro\j e)ni\ mega/roisin a)kou/sw                                                          475 
eu)xome/nou, w(j to\ pri\n e)n a)qana/toisi qeoi=sin, 
a)/nta Poseida/wnoj e)nanti/bion polemi/zein. 
w(\j fa/to, th\n d' ou)/ ti prose/fh e(ka/ergoj )Apo/llwn, 
a)lla\ xolwsame/nh Dio\j ai)doi/h para/koitij 
 

The Olympus: names in the order they are mentioned in  44-46 hidden verses of the  XXI song of the Iliad 
 

Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 
Si.21.438.216 (Ou)/lumpon de\) Dio\j (poti\) (on Olympus)The Divine born on the 105th d. 114 yr. (arrived)  Muse 

Si.21.442.217 Ilion(a)mfi)\ From Ilion in 125 d. 167 yr.  

Si.21.443.218 Laome/donti The people to the ruler  

Si.21.444.219 Dio\j (e)lqo/ntej) The Father brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. (arrived) in the 365-219+21=167th year. Lyck 

Si.21.446.220 Trw/e-ssi (po/lin) 44.from the three (cities brn.23 yr.) on the 446-365+44=125th day.  

Si.21.448.221 (po/lij ei)/h) Foi=be (in the city brn. 105 d. 114 yr. occurred ) the Brilliant  

Si.21.449.222 /Idhj e)n knhm-oi=si 
Idea  in the 130 d.167 yr. (365-222+45-21=167th year) 
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Si.21.452.223 Laome/dwn  To the domina of people born on the 448-365+21=105th day  

Si.21.459.224 Trw=ej (u(perfi-/aloi) Occured in 130 d. 167 yr. (the reckless brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.)   

Si.21.461.225 Apo/llwn 45.to Apollo born in the 61 d. 461-365+(45-21)=119th year Homer 

Si.21.471.226 (qhrw=n))  ) /Artemij  (heroic epics) to Artemis born in the 105 d. 114th year   

Si.21.472.227 Poseida/wni (de\ ni/khn) To Create born on the 472-365-46=61d. (the victorious brn.in 62 d.119 yr.) Iliad 

Si.21.477.228 Poseida/wnoj(e)nanti/b-ion) Suggested (contrary to the death in 85 d. 167 yr.) born on the 62nd day.    

Si.21.478.229 Apo-/llwn (a)lla) To Apollo (about the twin-brother) in on the 138th day 167 yr.  

Si.21.479.230 Dio\j (ai)d-oi/h) 46.at Father's (in Hades) born in the 105 d. 479-365=114th year  

 
OVi.21.44. (Ou)/lumpon de\) Dio\j (poti\) )Ilion Laome/donti Dio\j (e)lqo/ntej) Trw/e-ssi (po/lin) 
OVi.21.45. (po/lij ei)/h) Foi=be Idhj e)n knhm-oi=si Laome/dwn Trw=ej (u(perfi/-aloi) Apo/llwn  
OVi.21.46. (qhrw=n))  )/Artemij Poseida/wni (de\ ni/khn) Poseida/wnoj (e)nanti/b-ion)  )Apo/-llwn (a)lla) Dio\j  

(ai)d-oi/h) 
 

OVi.21.44. (on Olympus) The Divine born on the 105 d. 114 yr. arrived from Ilion on the day 125 d. 167 yr. The people to the  
ruler the Father brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. (arrived)  in 167th year  from the three (cities brn 23 yr.) on the  day 125th. 

OVi.21.45. (in the city brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. occurred) the Brilliant Idea in 130 d.167yr. To the domina of people born  on the  
105th day Occurred in 130 d. 167 yr. (the reckless brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.) to Apollo born in the 61 d. 119 yr. 

OVi.21.46. (heroic epics) Artemis brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. to create born on the 61th day (the victorious brn.in 62 d.119 yr.)  
Suggested (contrary to the death in 85 d. 167 yr.) born on the 62nd day to Apollo (about the twin-brother) on the 138th day 167  

yr. at Father's (in Hades) born in the 105 d. 479-365=114th year. 
 

To understand the historical background on which the funeral feast of Achilles took place, we should go back 
to the events that occurred two years earlier. Below we should present the texts of the Paean of the 16th song of The 
Iliad, describing the death of a Scythian Tsar Pan, who was  a chief opponent of Homer's family. This death 
occurred  in May, 611 BC. Then  the Trojan war was still taking place and the whole family stayed in Elay (now 
Seddulbakhir, Turkey), and the men were 13 km far  from Elay across the Dardanelles Strait, where they were 
fighting with the Trojans at Ilion. The Muse of Homer remained in her homeland, on the island of Berezan'. 
Immediately after the death of Pan there began the struggle for power between three of her sons fathered by Pan 
and three of them fathered by Homer. Cleopatra (Muse), as the mother of her children, arrived in Hades and 
intervened into the fight. But the forces were not equal, because the quantity of the Trojans was much bigger than 
the quantity of the Achaeans  and the Scythians, who supported Homer's family. Then she asked her father for help, 
who was in Troy. Her father and her brothers gathered about 50 ships, with about 3000 soldiers on board. Homer 
and Achilles persuaded some 1000 of them, mostly those who fled from Pan, to return to their homeland. These 
were the pupils of Achilles, whom he had taught martial arts while being at home till the age of 15 years. So these 
immigrants are often called "an Achilles'  thousand". Agamemnon assisted the ships with Achilles, and the hero 
himself stayed at Troy. At the beginning of 610 BC, the father and mother, and Homer returned power to the Muse 
in Hylaea. They expelled the sons of Pan and the Trojans, who supported them. In Hades (in the cities of Olbia, 
Boreus and Nyson - founded in 23 d. 23 yr.) there stayed an Achilles' thousand and a part of his ships. 

So, Achilles played an extremely significant role in the victory of their ancient ancestry. For that the father 
being the Chief ruler, made Achilles and Cleopatra the chiefs of Hylaea. They, in turn, appointed as the ruler the 
person who was everybody's favorite. It was  Hyllus (the Scythian) and his two older brothers, i.e., the power 
passed to the children of Homer. As for Cleopatra herself, she still, stayed on the island of Berezan' where she had 
been since 631 BC. Also she kept visiting  Hades, where  starting from 610 BC she was involbved into building a 
temple of Demeter. Incidentally, this explains the very fact that all 5 marble slabs reviewed here, as well as the 
letter of Achilles written on the lead plate [5], have been found on the island of Berezan’. Homer called his sister 
on the father's side  the Muse and this nickname is quiet justified. Without exaggeration, we can say that his whole 
life as well as the life of the entire Scythia was influenced by her incredibly effective talent. All the writings of 
Homer, Achilles and Telemachus-Anakharsis came to her. She was the keeper of  all the manuscript of Homer, she 
was the first to read them, and the first to discuss them with him. She then promoted these manuscripts into 
publication in Athens. The capital of Greece was the city she conquered in the age of 30, not only as  an Amazon, a 
Scythian Queen and a beauty, but also as a ship woman, a singer, playing on the various musical instruments and 
speaking many languages and as a beautiful barbarian. Possibly, Greek pseudonym of the Muse was name Sappho 
- to prove it is possible, if in her verses the latent verses will be found out. She gave quite a few ideas that Homer 
subsequently implemented in his works. On the island of Berezan' she lived for 40 years until her very death which 
occured in October, 591 BC. As a matter of fact she was the first resident and the founder of the city on the island. 
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http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aposeida%2Fwnos&bytepos=1192021&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%29nanti%2Fbion&bytepos=1192021&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29apo%2Fllwn&bytepos=1192096&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Adio%2Fs&bytepos=1192236&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ai%29doi%2Fh&bytepos=1192236&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aou%29%2Flumpon&bytepos=1188654&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=de%2F&bytepos=1188654&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Adio%2Fs&bytepos=1188654&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=poti%2F&bytepos=1188654&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29%2Filion&bytepos=1188996&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Alaome%2Fdonti&bytepos=1189074&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Adio%2Fs&bytepos=1189152&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%29lqo%2Fntes&bytepos=1189152&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atrw%2Fessi&bytepos=1189321&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=po%2Flin&bytepos=1189321&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=po%2Flis&bytepos=1189402&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ei%29%2Fh&bytepos=1189402&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Afoi%3Dbe&bytepos=1189490&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%29n&bytepos=1189574&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=knhmoi%3Dsi&bytepos=1189574&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Alaome%2Fdwn&bytepos=1189813&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atrw%3Des&bytepos=1190387&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=u%28perfi%2Faloi&bytepos=1190387&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=qhrw%3Dn&bytepos=1191443&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29%2Fartemis&bytepos=1191529&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aposeida%2Fwni&bytepos=1191611&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=de%2F&bytepos=1191611&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ni%2Fkhn&bytepos=1191611&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aposeida%2Fwnos&bytepos=1192021&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%29nanti%2Fbion&bytepos=1192021&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29apo%2Fllwn&bytepos=1192096&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Adio%2Fs&bytepos=1192236&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ai%29doi%2Fh&bytepos=1192236&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
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In fact, it was the center of spiritual life of Homer. It is no coincidence that he bequeathed to bury him there. So, 
the island of Berezan' should give yet another surprise in the sense of archeological findings. 

In the table of the Olympus of the 21st song of The Iliad there can be found the ways and methods to 
calculate the key dates of the indexes of personal names as well as the numbers of the hidden verses. Homer called 
Hades Olympus for its northern location - now it is the city of Mykolaiv (Ukraine). In the first verse OVi.21.44 it 
is reported that the Muse had brought to Olympus the body of Achilles from Ilion on the 124th day of the year 
167th, i.e. , on November, 16,  609 BC, to Olbia-1 (now the Lagernoye Pole, or Camp  Field in Mykolaiv). The 
next day to the father of Achilles the rulers and the people of the three cities (Olbia, Borysthenum and Nyson) had 
arrived. These were the people inhabiting the peninsula where Homer placed Hades. A 40-day Scythian funeral 
feast on the deceased began, during which the Muse made a fiery speech, the essence of which could  be 
summarized as follows: Achilles and his great deeds would  not be forgotten in the centuries. At the same time 
there have been exposed (in the house specially bought) all the armor of Achilles, the sculptures, the amphorae and 
other crafts made by him, and numerous volumes of poetry written by him.  

In the verse OVi.21.45 it is noted that it was at that meeting of the people in the  city that to the Muse 
occurred a brilliant idea and she suggested that idea to Apollo who was born in the year 119th, i.e. , to Homer. 

In the last verse OVi.21.46 it is already clearly stated that "at the father in Hades the Muse on the 138th  day 
suggested Homer  to write a heroic epic about his twin brother, the winner, despite his death". Thus, here we are 
talking about the idea of creation of The Iliad, as a victorious heroic epic. As we can see, here also can be observed 
a coincidence of dates and the very idea with the facts that had been discovered in the hidden text  of the first 
lapidary  monument of Homer. Moreover, it is interesting to note that that is why in the plain text of The Iliad 
Achilles was alive and in the hidden verses  we can find all the details of his death. 

Now let us turn to the text of the Paean of the  16th song of The Iliad, describing the death of the Scythian 
King Pan for comparison with that was observed in the investigated Monument No. 1. The text source for the 
analysis is  taken from [9]. 

 
The Paean: names  in the order they are mentioned in  23-27 hidden verses of the  XVI song of the Iliad 

 
Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

Si.16.535.304 Pouluda/-mant I who was born on the 365-304=61d. 119 yr. Brought happiness to everybody  

Si.16.535.305 (e)/pi) Panq-oi/+dhn (that time) brn. 102 yr. Pan during the feast in 303 d. 165 yr.  

Si.16.535.306 Agh/n-ora (di=on bh=) A Courageous  brn. in 80 d. 131 yr. (killed)  Тyro      

Si.16.536.307 Ai)nei/a-n Boastful brn. in 263 d. 102 yr.  Pan 

Si.16.571.336 Agaklh-=oj 23.A monster of cruelty glory in 303 d. 165 yr.  

Si.16.571.337 Epeige-u/j When having a feast on 303 d. 165 yr.  

Si.16.572.338 Boude-i/w With Budini descendants of twins brn.in 230 d. 41 yr.   

Si.16.586.349 Sqene/l-aon )  was born Strong (Stheno) brn.in 305 d. 27 yr. on peninsula of the Lion  Stheno 

Si.16.586.350 Iqa-ime/neoj and brn. in 1 d. 1 yr. Tribesmen (brothers) Targitaos 

Si.16.594.356 Baquk-lh=a 24. Covered with great glory brn. in 211 d. 42 yr. (Aristeas= Orpheus) Arpoxais 

Si.16.595.357 Xa/lkw-noj brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. of son (as Alcman) have awarded with a Copper board  

Si.16.595.358 Ella/di (oi)-ki/a) as Greek (colonist) in 182 yr. in 80 d.                    

Si.16.604.366 (korusth\n) Lao/gon-on (have awarded) it is Recognized Solon brn. in 75 d. 136 yr.  

Si.16.604.367 (ui(o\n) Onh/-toroj (the son brn. in 63 d. 138 yr.) of Benefactress  Hill=Scythes 

Si.16.605.369 (i(reu\j) Idai/o-u 25. (and  priestesses) of Hylaea brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.  Muse 

Si.16.695.418 Megadh-n on brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. Long ago in 168 yr.  
( ) th

 

Si.16.695.419 Epi/s-tora Buried in 27-16=11 days 168 yr.       

Si.16.695.420 Mela/nip-pon Black horse brn. in 85 d. 99 yr.  Mother 

Si.16.696.421 Elason After the escape from Elay dead  in 357 d. 167 yr.  

Si.16.696.422 Mou/lio-n By me brn. in 61 d. in 48 yrs. together with my stone  

Si.16.696.423 h)de Pula/rth-n  27.after arrival to the Gates on the 7 d. 168 yr.  

 
PVi.16.23. Pouluda/mant (e)/pi) Panqoi/+dhn )Agh/nora (di=on bh=) Ai)nei/an Aga-klh=oj 
PVi.16.24. Epeigeu/j Boudei/w Sqene/laon ) Iqaime/neoj Baquklh=a 
PVi.16.25. Xa/lkwnoj Ella/di (oi)ki/a) (korusth\n) Laogonon (ui(o\n) Onh/toroj (i(reu\j) Idai/ou 
PVi.16.27. Mega/dhn Epi/stora Mela/nippon Elason Mou/lion h)de Pula/rthn 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%29%2Fpi&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apanqoi%2Fdhn&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29agh%2Fnora&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=di%3Don&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=bh%3D&bytepos=914232&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29nei%2Fan&bytepos=914232&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29epeigeu%2Fs&bytepos=917464&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Asqene%2Flaon&bytepos=918704&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29iqaime%2Fneos&bytepos=918704&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stheno
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Abaquklh%3Da&bytepos=919363&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Axa%2Flkwnos&bytepos=919440&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=oi%29ki%2Fa&bytepos=919440&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=korusth%2Fn&bytepos=920138&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Alao%2Fgonon&bytepos=920222&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ui%28o%2Fn&bytepos=920222&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=i%28reu%2Fs&bytepos=920222&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Amega%2Fdhn&bytepos=928353&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29epi%2Fstora&bytepos=928353&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Amela%2Fnippon&bytepos=928353&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Amou%2Flion&bytepos=928450&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apula%2Frthn&bytepos=928450&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%29%2Fpi&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apanqoi%2Fdhn&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29agh%2Fnora&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=di%3Don&bytepos=914139&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=bh%3D&bytepos=914232&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29nei%2Fan&bytepos=914232&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Asqene%2Flaon&bytepos=918704&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29iqaime%2Fneos&bytepos=918704&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Abaquklh%3Da&bytepos=919363&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Axa%2Flkwnos&bytepos=919440&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=oi%29ki%2Fa&bytepos=919440&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=korusth%2Fn&bytepos=920138&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Alao%2Fgonon&bytepos=920222&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ui%28o%2Fn&bytepos=920222&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=i%28reu%2Fs&bytepos=920222&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Amega%2Fdhn&bytepos=928353&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Amela%2Fnippon&bytepos=928353&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Amou%2Flion&bytepos=928450&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apula%2Frthn&bytepos=928450&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
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PVi.16.23. I who was born on the 365-304=61d. 119 yr. Brought happiness to everybody (that time) brn. 102 yr. Pan during  
the feast in 303 d. 165 yr. a Courageous  brn. in 80 d. 131 yr. (killed) Boastful brn. in 263 d. 102 yr. A monster of cruelty glory  

in 303 d. 165 yr. 
PVi.16.24. When having a feast on 303 d. 165 yr. With Budini descendants of twins brn.in 230 d. 41 yr. was born Strong  
(Stheno) brn.in 305 d. 27 yr. on peninsula of the Lion and brn. in 1 d. 1 yr. Tribesmen (brothers) Covered with great glory brn.  

in 211 d. 42 yr. (Aristeas= Orpheus) 
PVi.16.25. brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. of son (as Alcman) have awarded with a Copper board as Greek (colonist) in 182 yr. in 80 d.  

(have awarded) it is Recognized Solon brn. in 75 d. 136 yr. (the son brn. in 63 d. 138 yr.) of Benefactress (and  priestesses) of  
Hylaea brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. 

PVi.16.27. on brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. Long ago in 168 yr. Buried in 27-16=11 days 168 yr. Black horse brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. After  
the escape from Elay dead  in 357 d. 167 yr. By me brn. in 61 d. in 48 yrs. together with my stone  after arrival to the Gates on  

the 7 d. 168 yr. 
In the first verse PVi.16.23 it is  reported that Homer ( born on the 61st day) was glad with the news about  

the fact that the Muse killed the boastful monster of cruelty and glory Pan (who was born in the year 102nd) during 
the feast on the day 303 of the year 165, i.e. on May, 13, 611 BC. The day when the murder occurred coincides 
with the birthday of his father, which is probably not by accident. It was the  well-planned revenge not only for the 
exile of the ancient family of Homer, but for  the murders of many relatives of Aeakides.  

That is why in the second verse PVi.16.24 this date is repeated again. We have already mentioned  the detail, 
which is consistent with the text of the lapidary inscriptions on the Monument No. 1. Pan was poisoned at the time 
of the feast he had with the famous Scythian tribe of Budini'. Further the new detail that the Scythian tribe Budini 
happens from sons of the twins who have born at the founder of their sort Targitaus (brn. in 1 d. 1 yr.) and his 
daughters Spheno (brn. in 305 d. 27 yr.). And their younger brother who has born in 211 d. 42 yr., at Targitaos and 
Spheno became the most glorified in Greece from their sort. He appears in Greece under two names as Olen and as 
Aristey, and at Scythians he is called Arpoxais (on Herodotus). Importance of this event for the Homer was 
extremely great, for after that there was an opportunity to return not only to his sort home through 36 yrs., but 
together with them Greeks the expelled Pan from their colonies. 

In verse PVi.16.25 Paean of 16-th song of "Illiada" even more interesting information contains. The Homer 
informs on a recognition of his son and the Muse brn. in 63 д. 138 by Solon, it is probable, as poet Alcman (trend 
Si.16.595.357 of part a name a/lkwn). Possibly, it is Greek pseudonym Hill=Scythes. Not casually in this verse it is 
underlined, that he is recognized not as the Scythian, and as the Greek-colonist (Si.16.595.358). So, if in products 
Alcman which has reached up to now, the latent verses this assumption will receive confirmation will be found. 
Meanwhile it from this side the mention in a poem «Parthenion» gives out his horse of great-grandfather Colaxais.    

In the verse PVi.16.27 there can be found all the dates associated with the death of mother (who was born in 
the year  99): on the day 357 of the year 167th  - she left home with a murderer to see  the Charybdis in the 
Bosporus; on the 7th day of the year 168th, her body was taken for burial at Berezan'; in the 11th day her ashes  
were buried by Homer in the necropolis and the stone with the dates of life of Homer was laid on her 85th 
birthday. All these dates coincide with the dates given in the lapidary inscription of the a monument No. 2. 

 
Monument No. 2 

Let us have a look at the Hermitage catalog text recorded on a slab of white marble with a dedication to 
Achilles Pontarches (271. Б89.375, II-III, II-III centuries), which is shown in Figure 1. 2. [1, pp. 146-147]. Here 
are the adapted Classical Greek texts and their translations reproduced in the catalogue: 

 
 
ˋAga(q)ῆ Tύxh                            
ʼAxilleῖ Pon-                                     
tά(ρ)xh ὲpὶ ᾰr-                                      
xontoj Pon-                                          
tikoῦ Neikίou                                   
tὸ b΄ Kacinaj                                     
Farnagou ίera-                            
teύwn tὸ d’                                            
ύpὲr tῆj pό-                                      
lewj eὺstaqί-                                 
aj kaὶ tῆj ὲautoῦ                           
ὺgeίaj xaristή-  
rion ἀnέsthsen 

                                  
 
With blessedness! 
Achilles 
Pontarches brought            
testimonial gift               
at Ponticus, a son of Nikius            
two times Archon of Casin,              
a son of Farnagus,  
a priest for the 4th time          
for the prosperity       
of the state  
and for personal  
health 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stheno
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                     Fig. 2 
 

The Paean: names in the order they are mentioned in  the letter written on the marble slab No 2. 
 

No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 
2.1 ʼAg-aqῆ   The Divine in the  365-198=167-th year  
2.2 T-ύxh    Is doomed in Hades in 48 yrs.  

2.3 (ʼax)Illeῖ (at 16-year –old strangled) at a Trojan Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

2.4 Pontά-rxv  (ὲpὶ) At Pontus on the day 168th  (to be in 167 yr.)  

2.5 (ᾰrxonto-j) Pontikoῦ 1.(by the 1-st Archon brn. in 62 d. in 48 yrs. in the 167th yr.) Pontic  
2.6 Neikίou (tὸ b΄) Battles at Nykiya (37-year-old two)  
2.7 K-ac-i-naj 20 and 16 against mine (born on the 61st day) of 10 ships  
2.8 Farnagou (ίe-rat-eύwn) Under the sails (with priestess born on the  105th  day of the 114th year)  
2.9 (p-όlewj) eὺstaqίaj  (of the city found. in 105 d. 145 yr.) Defenders  
2.10 ὺgeίaj (xaris-tήrion) 2.Paean born on the 61st  day 119 year grateful to honor the victory)  
2.11 ἀnέ-sth-sen Theseus resurrect on the  238th day and  the 255th day of the 156th year  

 
LPV.2.1. ʼAg-aqῆ Tύxh ʼAx-illeῖ Pontά-rxv  (ὲpὶ) (ᾰ-rxo-ntoj) Pontikoῦ (ᾰ-rxo-ntoj) Pontikoῦ  
LPV.2.2. Neikίou (tὸ b΄) K-ac-i-naj Farnagou (ίe-rat-eύwn) (pόlewj) eὺstaqίaj (ὺgeίaj) xa-rist-ήrion 
LPV.2.3. ἀnέ-sth-sen 
 
LPV.2.1. The Divine in  the 167 yr. Is doomed in Hades in 48 yrs. at 16-year-old at a Trojan Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. at  

Pontus on the 168th day (to be in 167 yr.) the 1-st Archon brn. in 62 d. in 48 yrs. in the 167th yr. Pontic 
LPV.2.2. Battles at Nykiya (37-year-old two) 20 and 16 against mine (born on the 61st day) of 10 ships Under the sails (with  

priestess born on the  105th  day of the 114th year) (of the city found. in 105 d. 145 yr.) Defenders Paean born on the 61st  day  
119 year grateful to honor the victory) 

LPV.2.3. Theseus resurrect on the 238 th day and  255 th day of the 156th  year 
 

As we see, the verses of LPV.2.1. begin with the same three personal names as  the verses of  LPV.3.1. of 
the next monument in question. Moreover, they are united by the fact  that we are dealing here with a Paean hymn 
also. This suggests that they were created about the same time. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the 2-nd 

lapidary text was created earlier than the third one.  This can be assumed not only because of  the date of creation 
of this verse on the 168th day of the year  167th, i.e.,  on December, 30,  609 BC, but very informative interpretation 
of the name ʼAx-illeῖ. Homer seems to indicate  here that in the very name of the hero his tragic fate has already  
been foreseen. Judge for yourself. The first two letters of the word flawlessly tell about ʼAx=16-year-old femme 
fatale, which became the cause of his death. The trend of the second part of the name illeῖ is the word ὶllάj ("a 
twisted wire, a rope, which is used for bringing the bull to the slaughter") and close to it ὶliάj – meaning "the 
Trojan woman”. So, here all is being brought together  - a Trojan woman of 16 years, his  death under Ilion, and 
even the fact that he was strangled. It seems to me that this variant  so abundant in meanings, was created on 
Berezan' island before the burial of Achilles on December, 30. The third monument was created on his return from 
Zmeiny (Snake) island to Berezan'. Homer developed the text easy to interprete, telling more details. The prophetic 
interpretation of the meaning of the name Achilles was a trigger for this. It has, as we see, the two possible 
readings, and it is replaced with the part of Illeya here not to exclude it as a repeated one, while building the united 
Paean of the five monuments.  

In the first verse LPV.2.1 the message is that Achilles is destined to be since the death the first Pontic 
Archon (ruler), being buried on a rock in the midst of the Pontus (the Black Sea). 

In the second verse LPV.2.2 the support is given already to this high rank. It should be noted that the 
interpretation of the content of the hidden verses composed of the five words involves overlaying of all the 
meanings, which can be retrieved from the personal name,  if they support the content and expand the information 
about an event being described. The name Nykiya allows to assume that this is the name of the ancient Greek city,  
which was located on the island of  Berezan'. The direct translation of the name suggests that near the city there 
was some kind of "fight". The auxiliary words referring to this name  tell us about two past battles and the fact that 
Achilles was 37 years old at that time, i.e. , it was about 620 BC. Harder decodable is the name Casin K-ac-i-naj. 
Obviously, this is the name which was coined by Homer on purpose. The ending of the name is naj=naῦj =  "a 
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ship", and this suggests that the number of ships that took part in the two battles is indicated. K = 20, ac = 16 ; that 
is the number of the ships  from the side of the Trojans, and Achilles  had i = 10 ships. You may ask: what is the 
ground for this conclusion? The answer is pretty simple. Homer separated them  with indication of his birthday, ci 
= 61st day, in the contents of which he included a number of ships of his brother. The third name in the 2nd  verse 
together with the auxiliary word Farnagou (ίe-rat-eύwn) indicates that the fights occurred under the sails and the 
Priestess participated in them ίe-rat-eύwn. Here in the first two letters ίe -105th day is stated, which is the  birthday 
of the priestesses, and in the following three letters rat -114th year is specified. As the name Pharnag is even, i.e., 
the 8th, then boustrophedon reading is  from right to left,  and therefore it should be considered, that the Priestess 
was born on the 105th day of the year 114th.  So, here we have the indication to the Muse of Homer, Cleopatra.  

In the second verse the 9th and the 10th personal names are reserved for dedication. The auxiliary word and  
the 9th  name (pόlewj) eὺstaqίaj are translated as "to the Defenders of the city". Here in a word city date of its 
basis p-όlewj - in 105 d. 145 yr., i.e. is a question of fights at a Nykiya on the island Berezan, founded by the Muse.  
The main word of the 10-th name  ὺgeίaj is  literally translated as "healing, healthy," the same meaning  has the 
word Paean (paiάn) as well. So, 10th name along with the word ὺgeίaj (xaris-tήrion) must be interpreted as "a 
grateful Paean in honour of the victory". Moreover, the first two letters xa indicate to the birthday of the author of 
the Paean – the 61st day, this is a direct  reference to Homer. I want also to note that you can, at a glance, see the 
year of birth as well in letters ris on 119 yr., here r=1 и (s=20-i=1)=19., it will coincide with the day and the year 
of birth of Homer: 61st day of the year 119th . Last name (LPV.2.3) ἀnέ-sth-sen (Anesteseus) is a dedication and 
literally means "Resurrecting". The trend of the last part of the name thsen is the name of Theseus (Θησέα), which 
is close in pronunciation. In the hidden verses  of The Iliad and The Odyssey, Homer often calls Achilles Theseus. 
The name in whole is dedicated to the description of the dates of the above-mentioned  two fights of Achilles 
which occurred  near the island of Berezan’. The first three letters indicate the year of ἀnέ -155th, and following 
three letters indicate the days of the first battle sth - the 238th day and the second battle sen -the 255th day. As this 
an odd line, the dedication is to be read like this: "I resurrect Theseus on the 238th day and the 255th day of the 
156th year ", i.e., the first and the second battle near the city of Nykiya took place, respectively, on March,10, and 
March, 27, 620 BC . Now we need to find confirmation of these events in Homer's epics. 

The whole text of the monument refers to the final phase of the 10-years-long marine Trojan war, which 
began in May-June of 630 BC. When on April, 21, Paris  took away Helen from Menelaus, Homer's family was a 
mediator in the negotiations of the Greeks and the Trojans. But these negotiations were in vain and didn't help to 
solve the problem. Then Lyck moved to the side of the Achaeans with his  marine detachment. However, the main 
cause of the war was a huge tribute that Priam obliged to pay all the ships entering the Black Sea, where the Greek 
colonies were situated. Achilles and Agamemnon spent 10 years sailing with their squadrons and destroying the 
Trojan ships. They used Greek fire for this (wolf scrotum was filled with sulfur, then ignited and with a help of a 
sling deployed on the enemy ship). Also the bulges of the vessels were ruined with a help of the battering-ram. The 
vessels were also stoned from the slings. It is in this war Achilles showed himself as a unconquerable naval 
commander and became famous throughout Greece. At the end of the war, the remnants of the Trojan fleet went 
into the Black Sea to their Trojan vassal and the Scythian Tsar Pan. Achilles arrived home with his 10 ships to 
revenge to Pan for the desecration. Let us turn to Homer's description of these battles near the island of Aeaea 
(Berezan'), which is described in the hidden verses of the Olympus of the 16th song of The Iliad. The geographical 
identity of the islands of Aeaea and Berezan' is stated in [3, 4]. The text source for the analysis is  taken from [9]. 

 
The Olympus: names in the order they are placed in the 15-20 hidden verses of the XVI song of The Iliad 

 
Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

Si.16.113.71 (nh-usi\n) )Axaiw-=n (the 10 vessels on brn.105 d.114 yr.) of Achaeans brn. in 62 d.119 yr.  

Si.16.114.72 /E-ktwr  Military against brn. in 263 d.102 yr.    Pan 

Si.16.114.73 Ai)/anto-j (do/ru) Agressor (the 20 vessels) brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.    Muse 

Si.16.116.74 Telamw/nioj Far away standing in 238 d. 155 yr.  

Si.16.116.75 Ai)/aj (ph=l') 15.at Aeaea (shook) brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.  

Si.16.119.76 Ai)/aj (kata\) at Aeaea (5 on that time) brn in 62 d. 119 yr.  Achilles 

Si.16.121.77 Zeu\j (u(yib-reme/thj)    (destroyed) Zeus  (by fire) in 238 d. 155 yr.   10 March     

Si.16.121.78 Trw/essi (de) The Trojans (the vessels) brn. in 62 d. and brn. in 114 yr. Achilles and Muse 

Si.16.124.79 (au)ta-\r) Axill-eu\j (10 vessels) Achiles' (squadron) in 155 yr.  

Si.16.125.80 Patro-klh=a 16. in Homeland brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. (father)  

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=nhusi%2Fn&bytepos=876900&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axaiw%3Dn&bytepos=876900&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%28%2Fektwr&bytepos=876981&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29%2Fantos&bytepos=876981&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=do%2Fru&bytepos=876981&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atelamw%2Fnios&bytepos=877207&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29%2Fas&bytepos=877207&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ph%3Dl%27&bytepos=877289&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29%2Fas&bytepos=877451&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=kata%2F&bytepos=877451&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Azeu%2Fs&bytepos=877624&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=u%28yibreme%2Fths&bytepos=877624&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atrw%2Fessi&bytepos=877624&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=au%29ta%2Fr&bytepos=877877&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apatroklh%3Da&bytepos=877965&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
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Si.16.126.81 (diogene\j) Pat-ro/kleej (born in) Homeland  brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.     Achilles 

Si.16.130.82 (fa/to) Pa/trokloj  (defended) Homeland brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.     Muse 

Si.16.134.83 Ai)aki/d-ao (a)mfi\) Struggled (with a relative) brn in 263 d. 102 yr.      Pan 

Si.16.140.84 Ai)aki/da-o An aggressor on the  255 d. 156 yr.   27 March 620 yr. 

Si.16.141.85 (a)/lloj)  )Axaiw=n 17.(with alien) Achaeans in 255 d. 155 yr.  

Si.16.142.86 (ph=lai)  )Axille-u\j (shook) Achilles  brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. in 255 d. 155 yr.  

Si.16.143.87 Phl-ia/da  Pelides with brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. in Hades  

Si.16.143.88 Xei/rwn The Cruel one brn. in 263 d. 102 yr.    Pan 

Si.16.144.89 Phli/-ou  With mightiness  on 255 d. 155 yr.     

Si.16.145.90 Au)tome/d-onta 18.of Autocracy brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

Si.16.146.91 Axillh=a (r(-hch/nora) Achilles' brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. (10 vessels broke the mousetrap)    

Si.16.148.92 Au)to-me/dwn (u(/page)  with Autocratly brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (left)  

Si.16.149.93 C-a/nqon with a Redhead (brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.)  from  Eniopey 

Si.16.149.94 Bali/on (tw\ a(/ma) 16 vessels of a Brindle brn. in the 64 d. 120 yr. (due to)  

Si.16.149.95 Zefu/rw (a)ne/m-w) 19.The Westerly (wind) to brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.                     

Si.16.150.96 /Arpuia (a)ne/m-w?)  (The wind to brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.) The falcon  brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.   

Si.16.150.97 Poda-/rgh Quickly with brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.   Muse 

Si.16.151.98 (r(o/on) Wkeanoi=o (against the current) of the Ocean brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.   Achilles 

Si.16.152.99 Ph/dason The helmsman  on 255 d. 156 yr.   27 March 620 yr.  

Si.16.153.100 Heti/wnoj (e(lw\n p-o/lin) 20.Honorable (brought to the city found. in 105 d. 145 yr.)  Nykiya 

 
OVi.16.15. (nhusi\n) )Axaiw=n (/Ektwr Ai)/antoj (do/ru) Telamw/nioj Ai)/aj (ph=l') 
OVi.16.16. Ai)/aj (kata\) (kei=re) Zeu\j(u(yibreme/thj) Trw/essi (de) )(au)ta\r) Axilleu\j (mhrw) Patro-klh=a     
OVi.16.17. (diogene\j) Patro/kleej (fa/to) Pa/trokloj Ai)aki/dao (a)mfi\) Ai)aki/dao (a)/lloj)  )Axaiw=n 
OVi.16.18. (ph=lai)  )Axilleu\j Phlia/da Xei/rwn Phli/ou Au)tome/donta 
OVi.16.19. )Axillh=a (r(hch/nora) Au)tome/dwn (u(/page) Ca/nqon Bali/on (tw\ a(/ma) Zefu/rw (a)ne/mw) 
OVi.16.20.  (/Arpuia (a)ne/mw?) Poda/rgh (r(o/on) Wkeanoi=o Ph/dason Heti/wnoj (e(lw\n po/lin) 
 
OVi.16.15. The 10 vessels on brn.105 d.114 yr. of Achaeans brn. in 62 d.119 yr. Military against brn. in 263 d.102 yr. Agressor  

the 20 vessels brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. Far away standing in 238 d. 155 yr. at Aeaea shook brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. 
OVi.16.16. At Aeaea (5 on that time) brn in 62 d. 119 yr. destroyed Zeus by fire in 238 d.155 yr. The Trojans (the vessels) brn.  

in 62 d. and brn. in 114 yr. (10 vessels) Achiles' (squadron) in 155 yr. in Homeland brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. (father) 
OVi.16.17. Born in Homeland  brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. defended Homeland brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. Struggled with a relative brn in  

263 d. 102 yr. An aggressor on the  255 d. 156 yr. with alien Achaeans in 255 d. 155 yr. 
OVi.16.18. Shook Achilles  brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. in 255 d. 155 yr. Pelides with brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. in Hades The Cruel one  

brn. in 263 d. 102 yr. With mightiness  on 255 d. 155 yr. of Autocracy brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.    
OVi.16.19. Achilles' brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. 10 vessels broke the mousetrap with Autocratly brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. left with a Red- 
head brn. in 62 d. 19 yr. from 16 vessels of a Brindle brn. in the 64 d. 120 yr. due to the Westerly wind to brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.                  

OVi.16.20.The wind to brn.in 105 d.114 yr. The falcon brn. in 62 d.119 yr. Quickly with brn.in 105 d.114 yr. against the cur- 
rent of the Ocean brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. The helmsman on 255 d. 156 yr. Honorable brought to the city found. in 105 d. 145 yr. 

 
In the verse OVi.16.15 it is informed, that was from afar visible, that 20 ships of Trojans (of Pan) move to 

Aeaea  (island Berezan') in 238 d. 155 yr. at which 10 Greek ships Achilles and of Muse were based. In following 
verse OVi.16.16 the situation of fight is concretized. Whether the truth remains not clear all 20 ships have been 
destroyed Zeus by fire in it to fight at Berezan' in 238 d. 155 yr.? Most likely, it has been destroyed only 4-5 ships 
and in 255 d. 155 of 16 remained ships again have appeared. But this time fight as it is found out from other latent 
verses, went at island Snake. In both battles the Muse (р. in 105 d. 114 yr.) participated in fights in structure of 
group Ahilla from 10 (are designated by last letters of an auxiliary word au)ta\r) ships of group. In verse OVi.16.17. 
The Homer has emphasized, that on the native land of the father they struggled with his brother Pan with alien 
Achaeans. Verses OVi.16.18-20 are devoted to the description of last fight, possibly, its most important moment, an 
output of a squadron á Eniapey-Piebald of an environment at island Snake under sails owing to the western wind. 
About a Trojan squadron the most glorified admiral of Trojan fleet, the native from Scythia brn. in 64 d. 120 yr. 
He was admiral not worse Achilles, and happened to him from one city of Boreja (nowadays Nikolaev of Ukraine). 
Probably even was trained at him in military art in the childhood till 14 years. From other verses it is known, what 
exactly in this to fight was lost Eniapey and all his ships.     

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=diogene%2Fs&bytepos=878044&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apatro%2Fklees&bytepos=878044&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=fa%2Fto&bytepos=878358&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apa%2Ftroklos&bytepos=878358&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29aki%2Fdao&bytepos=878729&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%29mfi%2F&bytepos=878803&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29aki%2Fdao&bytepos=879226&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%29%2Fllos&bytepos=879316&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axaiw%3Dn&bytepos=879316&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ph%3Dlai&bytepos=879407&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axilleu%2Fs&bytepos=879407&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aphlia%2Fda&bytepos=879493&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Axei%2Frwn&bytepos=879493&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aphli%2Fou&bytepos=879574&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aau%29tome%2Fdonta&bytepos=879654&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axillh%3Da&bytepos=879743&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=r%28hch%2Fnora&bytepos=879743&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aau%29tome%2Fdwn&bytepos=879905&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=u%28%2Fpage&bytepos=879905&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aca%2Fnqon&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Abali%2Fon&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=tw%2F&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%28%2Fma&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%28%2Farpuia&bytepos=880075&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%29ne%2Fmw%7C&bytepos=880075&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apoda%2Frgh&bytepos=880075&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=r%28o%2Fon&bytepos=880164&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aph%2Fdason&bytepos=880238&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%28lw%2Fn&bytepos=880315&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=po%2Flin&bytepos=880315&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=nhusi%2Fn&bytepos=876900&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axaiw%3Dn&bytepos=876900&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%28%2Fektwr&bytepos=876981&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29%2Fantos&bytepos=876981&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=do%2Fru&bytepos=876981&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atelamw%2Fnios&bytepos=877207&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29%2Fas&bytepos=877207&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ph%3Dl%27&bytepos=877289&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29%2Fas&bytepos=877451&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=kata%2F&bytepos=877451&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=kei%3Dre&bytepos=877532&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Azeu%2Fs&bytepos=877624&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=u%28yibreme%2Fths&bytepos=877624&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atrw%2Fessi&bytepos=877624&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=au%29ta%2Fr&bytepos=877877&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apatroklh%3Da&bytepos=877965&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=diogene%2Fs&bytepos=878044&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apatro%2Fklees&bytepos=878044&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=fa%2Fto&bytepos=878358&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apa%2Ftroklos&bytepos=878358&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29aki%2Fdao&bytepos=878729&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%29mfi%2F&bytepos=878803&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aai%29aki%2Fdao&bytepos=879226&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%29%2Fllos&bytepos=879316&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axaiw%3Dn&bytepos=879316&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=ph%3Dlai&bytepos=879407&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axilleu%2Fs&bytepos=879407&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aphlia%2Fda&bytepos=879493&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Axei%2Frwn&bytepos=879493&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aphli%2Fou&bytepos=879574&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aau%29tome%2Fdonta&bytepos=879654&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%29axillh%3Da&bytepos=879743&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=r%28hch%2Fnora&bytepos=879743&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aau%29tome%2Fdwn&bytepos=879905&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=u%28%2Fpage&bytepos=879905&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aca%2Fnqon&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Abali%2Fon&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=tw%2F&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%28%2Fma&bytepos=879992&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2A%28%2Farpuia&bytepos=880075&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%29ne%2Fmw%7C&bytepos=880075&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Apoda%2Frgh&bytepos=880075&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=r%28o%2Fon&bytepos=880164&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Aph%2Fdason&bytepos=880238&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=e%28lw%2Fn&bytepos=880315&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=po%2Flin&bytepos=880315&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=au%29ta%2Fr&bytepos=877877&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
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As we can see, the hidden verses of the 16th song of The Iliad provide the full confirmation of the dates and 
the events, shown in the  hidden text of the lapidary inscriptions of the 2nd monument in question here. That is why 
you can now confidently speak of it  as of Homer's autograph. 

 
 Monument No. 3 

 
Let us have a look at a slab of white marble with a dedication to Achilles Pontarches (270. Б88.149., II-III 

centuries), which is shown in Figure 3. [1, p. 148]. Here are the adapted Classical Greek texts and their translations 
reproduced in the catalogue: 
 

 
                                            Fig. 3 
                                           
                                                                                                                             

ʼAgaqῆi  Tύxh<i>  
ʼAxilleῖ Pontάr-                                                     
xvi oί perὶ Kάrpon                                               
Aίlίou  ʼEpikrάtouj  
άgoranὀmoi tὀ b ¯a                                              
Abragoj Abrumh-                                                   
ou, Mάrkoj Neopto-                                              
lέmou, Koulij Abra-                                            
gou, Marikiwn Lusimά-                                      
xou   eὺxaristήrion/.                                              
               Akxij             
 
With  the benevolence 
To Achilles Pontarches 
(brought) the benedictive gift 
agoranomoi headed by Carp, 
the son of Elias Epicratus, 
chosen for the 2nd time, 
Abragus, the son of Abrimeus, 
Marc, the son of Neoptolemus 
Coulises, the son of Abragus, 
Marikion, the son of Lysimachus, 
                     Akhius 

The Paean: names in the order they are mentioned in  the letter written on the marble slab No 3 
No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

3.1 (ʼaga) Qῆi   (infuriated) the Gods in 85 d. 167 yr.  

3.2 T-ύxh    The destiny in 48 yrs.  

3.3 ʼAxilleῖ Of Achilles  brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

3.4 Pontά-rxvi  (oί) On Pontus on 171 d. 167 yr.   2 Jen. 609 yr. 

3.5 (perὶ) Kάrpon 1.(on island) Finished  after  85 d. 167 yr.  8 Oct. 609 yr. 

3.6 Aίl-ίou One in.48 yrs. near Ilion  

3.7 ʼEp-ikrάtouj (άgoranὀmoi tὀ b ¯a) Migty brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. (at agoranomos mated)   

3.8 Abrago-j With a Virgin in 16 yrs.  

3.9 Abrumhou Ample-bodied brn. in 74 d. 151 yr.  

3.10 Mάrk-oj 2.Exhausted brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

3.11 Neo-ptolέmou At the 16 yrs. Young-by the enemies  

3.12 K-oulij By 20 Strangled with the  straps brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. Paris 

3.13 Abragou By strong  - the fool in 48 yrs. brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

3.14 Marikiwn At femme-fatale on the  85 d. 167 yr.  

3.15 L-usimάgou eὺxaris-tήrion/ 3.30 insolent  attacked  (the victim brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.)  

3.16 Akxij Brn.in 61 d. 119 yr. Akhius an arrow brn. in 328 d.127 yr.  Homer 
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LPV.3.1. (ʼaga)-Qῆi Tύxh  ʼAxilleῖ  Pontά-rxvi  (oί) (perὶ) Kάrpon 
LPV.3.2. AίlίouʼEpikrάtouj (άgoranὀmoi tὀ b ¯a) Abragoj Abrumhou Mάrkoj 

      LPV.3.3. Neo-ptolέmou K-oulij Abragou  Marikiwn Lusimάgou eὺxaristήrion 
      L.PV.3.4. Akxij 

 
LPV.3.1. Infuriated the Gods in 85 d. 167 yr. the destiny in 48 yrs. of Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. On Pontus on 171 d.  

167 yr. on island Finished  after 85 d. 167 yr. 
LPV.3.2. One in.48 yrs. near Ilion Migty brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. at agoranomos mated With a Virgin in 16 yrs. Ample-bodied  

brn. in 74 d. 151 yr. Exhausted brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. 
LPV.3.3. At the 16 yrs. Young-by the enemies by 20 Strangled with the  straps brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. by strong  - the fool in  

48 yrs. brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. at femme-fatale on the  85 d. 167 yr. 30 insolent  attacked  (the victim brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.) 
LPV.3.4. Brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. Akhius an arrow brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. (Paris). 
 
As you can see, the text on this marble slab is extremely abundant in personal names. That is without any doubts  

a definite  sign of the presence of the hidden verses composed of five words. The presence of 16 personal names 
gives us the possibility to organize 3 verses composed of five words and one signature. Since there are no 
repetitious personal names here, it is possible to say that we have an example  of the combined hymn Olympus-
Paean or simply the Paean. The first name Agatheos  is here changed to Taeja  ("the gods"), for inclusion in the 
consolidated Paean, as original, for the name Agatheos (2.1) already  was present  in the 2nd  monument. 

Here in the verse LPV.3.1 not only  the information about the death of Achilles is given, but this verse also tells 
about the burial of his ashes on the island on Pontus, i.e., located  in the Black Sea. In the last four letters of the 
name Pontά-rxv-i  (oί), together with the adjacent auxiliary word (oί), the date of burial of the ashes of Achilles on 
the island White (Zmeiny) is formed: the 171st  day of the  168th  year, i.e., January, 2, 609 BC. Let us mention 
here, that the  years here should be read as a boustrophedon, i.e., all thr odd personal names should be read from 
left to right, and all the even personal names should be read  from right to left. This means that Achilles was buried 
on the  island on the 171st  day of the year 167th , as the beginning of the year 168th is marked by the end of the 171st 
day of the year 167th. To the last name of Kάrpon, that is literally translated as "the fruit of, the total of”, is joined 
on the left the auxiliary word (perὶ),- which means “around, amidst, among the (Pontus)”, the lattest gives us an 
opportunity to transale it as “an island”.  The main purpose of this word is indicated  in the first two letters. It is the 
indication of the day of death of Achilles – pe– which is  the 85th  day, i.e., October, 8, 609 BC.  

In the verse LPV.3.2 it is reported that the "chink in armour” for  Achilles became a young, ample-bodied 
virgin, probably the daughter of agoronomos, with whom he mated at Ilion and who exhausted him  that night. In 
addition, it is noted that he went to visit her alone, without any bodyguards. I should note here that in the hidden 
verses of The Iliad and The Odyssey we can find far more details of this event. This virgin was a Trojan, and this 
was the revenge of Priam and Alexander for the slaughtered  Hector. Moreover, that was a revenge which they were 
preparing carefully for a long time. 

In the verse LPV.3.3 it is reported that the weakened Achilles was strangled with the straps by 20-30 Trojans, 
powerful young enemies, while being at a young femme fatale on the 85th day, i.e., on  October, 8,  (on  birthday of 
its mother, Thetis). The word Koulij, in general, is read as "sheath = belts» [8, p. 975 = 963]. And if  it is split, 
then we  should get K-oulij, where K stands for 20, and oulij is close in spelling to oulioj which means 
"ruinous". In the hidden verses juxtaposition is allowed of the multiple meanings in one word. In the 15th name 
Lysimachus the first letter is to indicate the number of 30 – that is the quantity of  the warriors. Achilles was caught 
taking bath and, of course, all 30warriors  simply were not physically able to attack him. So  above the number  20 
is mentioned. In the 14th name Mariki-wn the last two letters are to mark the day when it happened – the 85th day. 
This repetition was just in case the first thing in an auxiliary word (perὶ) by the 5th name is not noted. 

Extremely informative and diverse seems to be the  signature LPV.3.4 by the name  Akhius, which stands under 
these  three verses. Judging by the shape of the record of this name on marble (fig. 3), originally the author wanted 
to write this name of Akij - meaning an Arrow. And this is understandable and justified, taking into account well-
known legend that the arrow of Paris-Alexander found the most attackable part of the hero’s body which turned to 
be a heel. All three hidden verses, totally match the description of the causes of the death of Achilles and the part of 
body which turned to be his most vulnerable spot. But then the author  noticed that if you insert just one letter, the 
name becomes a multifaceted symbol, signifying not only the  date of birth but also the  year of birth of the chief 
assassin. So, if we take into account that this 16th name as recorded by boustrophedon, the letters Akxi denote the 
120th year and the 61st day, as all the above dates for even rows, should indicate that the author was born on the 61st 
day of the year 119th, and this is the date of birth of Homer himself! In case of the  direct reading (that is, if we once 
more repeated this name, and it would have been the 17th), the year, marked with the letters Akx is the 126th, and 
because it still has the letters-figures standing ater it, they already  indicate the year 127th, when París was born (I 
have to ask you to  take this as a granted). In the hidden verses this date is  firmly established. Thus, the signature 
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name Akhius literally should be read as “Arrow born in the year 127th (Paris)”, “the poems written by the one born 
on the 61st day of the year 119th, i.e., by Homer.   

The date of manufacture of the lapidary inscription on the Monument No. 3 is defined by the auxiliary words - 
rxv-i(oί), i.e., the inscription was created on the 171st day of the year 167th (January, 2, 609 BC).  

The  details of the killing of Achilles you can figure out if turn to the hidden verses of Homer, which are 
contained  in the 22nd song  of The Iliad. The text source for analysis is  taken from [9]. 

 
The Olympus: names in the order are mentioned in the 38-39th hidden verses of the XXII song of The Iliad 

 
Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

Si.22.430.186 (poli=tai) Trw?h=?sin  (the chief of city) a Trojan  38-22=16 year-old.  

Si.22.430.187 Eka/bh (a(dinou=) Young (the mighty)  

Si.22.434.188 (o)/neiar) Trwsi/  (into the sleep) Exhausted      

Si.22.434.189 Trw?h=?si (kata\) A Trojan (totally) on the 85th day of the year 167th 8 Oct. 609 yr.BC 

Si.22.438.190 /(pe/pusto) Ektoroj:  38.(engaged) the Warrior  

Si.22.444.191 /Ektori (qe-rma\) Slaughtered (at the bath)  

Si.22.446.192 (xersi\n) )Axillh=oj (fistfiought) Achilles   

Si.22.446.193 A-qh/nh Alone meanly - without witnesses    

Si.22.453.194 Pria/moio (te/kessin) By Priam (35 chosen)  

Si.22.455.195 /(qrasu\n) Ektora  39.(insolent) Warriors  

 
OVi.22.38. (poli=tai) Trw?h=?sin Eka/bh (a(dinou=) (o)/neiar) Trwsi/ (/(pe/pusto) Ektoroj: 
OVi.22.39.  (/Ektori (qe-rma\) (xersi\n) )Axillh=oj A-qh/nh Pria/moio (te/kessin) (/(qrasu\n) Ektora 
 
OVi.22.38. (the chief of city) a Trojan 16 year-old Young (the mighty) (into the sleep) Exhausted  A Trojan (totally) on the  

85th day of the year 167th  (engaged) the Warrior. 
OVi.22.39. Slaughtered (at the bath on the 85th day) (fistfiought) Achilles Alone meanly - without witnesses By Priam (35  

chosen insolent Warriors. 
  

From the verse OVi.22.38  it can be seen that a young 16-year-old Trojan girl, probably the daughter of the chief 
of the city, exhausted Achilles into the sleep and was engaged with him. The date is contained in the initials of the 
index Si.22.434.189, the day is determined by calculations: 434-365 + (38-22) = 85th day; and the year can be 
calculaed using the numbers 189-22 = 167th year. Thus, Achilles was killed on the 85th day of the year 167th, i.e., on  
October, 8, 609 BC, and this coincides with thhe data we obtained from lapidary text.  

In the next verse OVi.22.39 the details of killing are  clarified. In the morning  Achilles was at the bath, then  35 
chosen warriors  came and strangled him with their  hands. These warriors were specially selected by Priam and 
Alexander. To the left of the name of  Alexander in the text there is a word (not posted here), which also has this 
date pe-/loito– ”swooped down”. Just the same way  an auxiliary word te-/kessin is speciaaly picked up, where 
you can select the number of warriors 30 or 35. Finally, the number of the verse 39 can be included in the reading 
of this number as well. As it is noted by Homer  in the lapidary text, 20 warriors would be quite enough, the rest of 
them only hindered the process. Here literal  trend of the name of  Hector is the word Ektorew, which is translated 
as "a  ripper", or euphemistically – a warrior, an assassin. Although, when Hector  specifically is mentioned, this 
name should be left without literal interpretations. Similarly, the name of Athena in the verse in question seems to 
drop out  from the context of its content. Still, if we divide this name into two parts A-qh/nh then the first part of it  
stresses the fact that "one" defenseless resisted more than 30 warriors. The trend of the second word qh/nh, probably 
need to be  not the asserting word qh/n – meaning "of course", but  qh/oio= qeάomai – "witnesses". Taking into 
account the first part of A-qeάomai it then will be read as "without witnesses", i.e.,  Achilles was killed meanly. He 
killed Hector in the open, in public, in straight fight, and the Trojans killed him secretly. 

 
Here is an example of the date of burial of Achilles on an unapproachable island (Rock) White (Zmeiny island). 

For this let us have a look at the 21st-22nd hidden verses of the Paean from the 11th song of The Odyssey, the 
Classical Greek text is taken from [11]. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=poli%3Dtai&bytepos=1242348&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atrw%7Ch%3D%7Csin&bytepos=1242482&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=a%28dinou%3D&bytepos=1242482&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=o%29%2Fneiar&bytepos=1242731&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atrwsi%2F&bytepos=1242811&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=%2Atrw%7Ch%3D%7Csi&bytepos=1242811&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/morphindex?lang=greek&lookup=kata%2F&bytepos=1242811&wordcount=1&embed=2&doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.01.0133
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The Paean: names in the order they are mentioned in the 21-22 hidden verses of the  XI song of The Odyssey 
 

Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 
Sо.11.468.191 Anti/lόx-oio Decent warrior born on the  62nd day, born in the 61st day Homer 

Sо.11.469.192 Aἴantό-j Defended  and  born on the  105th day of the 114th year  Muse 

Sо.11.470.193 Danaῶ-n From the Demand on the 116th day 167 year                     

Sо.11.495.210 Murmi-dόnessin  ἤ Of Many and brn. in 40 d. 116 yr. (to bury him in) Agamemn. 

Sо.11.496.211 Ἑllάda 21.Greece defended brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.                       Muse 

Sо.11.496.212 Fqίhn from the Aggrieved brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.            

Sо.11.506.216 ge Neopto-lέmoio (as a result) on the Vessel-the warrior on the 365-216+22=171st day 167 yr.      

Sо.11.509.217 ἤg-agon έk Sk-ύrou   (carried to) the Rock in the 167 year. in 171 d.  

Sо.11.519.223 Thlefίdhn kate-nήrato Unapproachable (that protected)  

Sо.11.520.224 Eὺrύpulon 22.Wide-gated  born in the 62 day 119th year Achilles   

 
PVo.11.21.  )Anti/lόxoio Aἴantόj Danaῶn Murmidόnessin ἤ  Ἑllάda 
PVo.11.22. Fqίhn ge Neoptolέmoio ἤgagon έk Skύrou ἤgagon έk Skύrou Thlefίdhn katenήrato Eὺrύpulon  
 
PVo.11.21. Decent warrior, born on the  62nd day, born in the 61st day Defended and born on the 105th day of the 114th year  

From the Demand on the 116th day Of Many and brn. in 40 d. 116 yr. (to bury him in) Greece defended brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. 
PVo.11.22. From the Aggrieved brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (as a result) on the Vessel-the warrior on the 171st d. 167 yr. (carried to)  

the Rock in the 171 d. 167th year Unapproachable (that protected) Wide-gated  born in the 62 day 119th year. 
 

From the verse of the Paean PVo.11.21 it is clearly readable, that immediately after the death of Achilles 
there was a fought between Greece and the Scythia in order to decide  where to bury the hero of the Trojan war, in 
Scythia or in Greece? The name of Achilles is not mentioned directly here, instead it is approved by the date of his 
birth. Near the first name of Antilochus ("Decent warrior") in the 21st verse the day of his birth is mentioned, based 
on the index data of that name Sо.11.468.191 and 21st number of the  verse PVo.11.21: 11*21-191 +11 +11 = 62nd 
day. These same data give Homer's birthday as well: 11*21-191 +21 = 61st  day. The year of birth of   the “wide-
gated”  Achilles is fixed by the number of the ordinal number of the  last name Eurypylus in the verse PVo.11.22: 
365-224 -22 = 119th year. The Muse of Homer also participated in this case. Moreover, she  played a decisive role 
in this process. Her presence is fixed by the firmly established year of birth in the index of Ajax name 
Sо.11.469.192 by the following calculation: 469-365 + (21-11) = 114th year. And as for her birthday, it  can be  set 
out of the number of hexameter of  the name of Danaans Sо.11.470.193: 470-365 = 105th day. From this same 
index is determined the date of the final decision: 105 +11 = 116th day. On this very day, on  November, 8,  609 
BC, the ship of the Muse with the body of Achilles, his father, his mother, Helena and Homer went home with the 
body of a fallen hero. Homer's Muse, Cleopatra, arrived from Hylaea to Troy on October, 31, and within these 8 
days managed to solve the most difficult issues. On her mother’s side she was a granddaughter of the Lydian King 
Gyges, and therefore her influence on Priam was the main in the family of Homer. First, she accused Priam in the 
foul murder of Achilles and forced to  return Helena to the Greeks (for the oblutions of the brother’s feet), secondly, 
she brought back  all the armour of Achilles, including his shield, which they did not want to give back. Thirdly, in 
order to win a dispute with the Greeks and to bring the  body of Achilles to Homeland, she brought the agoronomoi 
of the three towns in the Hylaea (Olbia-1, Boreus=Boriysthenes and Nyson, now Nikolayev, Ukraine). They proved 
to the Greeks that the father of Achilles and he himself were born in Hylaea, i.e., in Scythia.  

In the following verse of the Paean PVo.11.22 the date of burial of Achilles on the rock is determined by the 
number of this verse and the ordinal number of the name in index Sо.11.506.216 near the name of  Neoptolemus: 
365-216 +22 = 171st day, And from Neopto-lέmoio and kate-nήrato. We shall emphasize, that this date 
coincides with the lapidary text of a monument considered by us No 3. The year of burial is determined from the 
number of the verse and the number of hexameter in the index Sо.11.509.217 near the name of of Skyros: 509-365 
+22 = 166th year. This figure should be increased on one  for two reasons, firstly, because we defined it from the 
number that exceeds 365 days, i.e., a year, and, secondly, the day we determined from the ordinal number of the 
name, standing after the  number of hexameter, which represents the boundary 166th year, followed by 171st day of 
the 167th year. Thus, the date of burial of Achilles on the cliffis January, 2, 609 BC and it coincides with the date of 
the lapidary text. 

 
Monument No. 4 

In the catalogue of the State  Hermitage Museum, which is devoted to the 120th anniversary of the archeological 
excavations  on the island of Berezan’, there can be seen the  photos of four marble slabs. Also you can find there 
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adapted Classical Greek texts and their translations. [1, pp. 145-149]. Now let us  consider a slab of white marble 
with a dedication to Achilles Pontarches (270. Б88.149., I-II centuries), which can be seen on  Fig. 4. The upper 
part of the slab is damaged, but most of the text luckily was preserved. So, let us quote here  the adapted variant of 
the lapidary text and its translation: 

)  )Axillei= Pon-      
[tάrxh]i  xaristήrion.  
[?kuklo] terέj kteάtisma qeϖn  
| [ ???? Axiλῆo]j ὅxhma, 
nῆsse periklύ[sth], kύmasi ghqomέnh, 
sόn pέ[don eϊ]lhxen Qέtidoj gόnoj,                  
 aίma] [ΰper]qe,  
Aίakίdhj  )Axileu\j άqa|[vatoῖ]sin ἴsoj 
άll  )Axilλeῦ, dέ |[cai qu]sίhn kaὶ eἴllaoj ἴsqi 
ήmetέr[an άἴw]n moῦsan άpὀ grafίdoj 
- - - - - - -  - 
 
To Achilles Pontarches  the thankful gift. 
Oh, rounded (?) possession of the gods, a bastion of Achilles (?) 
the island, lapped by the [sea], rejoicing the waves! 
Your soil is the lot got  by a descendant of Thetis, 
holy blood 
Achilles  of Aeacides equal to the immortal [gods]. 
So accept, oh, Achilles, our sacrifice and be gracious, 
listening to the song that [went] from under our style.   

                            Fig. 4 
 

Here you need to pay attention to the fact that the original text (see Fig. 4)  had been written in capital letters, 
and while adapting the text to the modern orthography both uppercase and lowercase letters were used. Thus, the 
choice of personal names is somehow spontaneous and may be different from the author's choice.  The writing 
down of the text in capital letters gave a possibility to hide those personal names that were necessary for writing 
down the secret text compiled from the verses composed from five words. In the adapted text here there are 6 
personal names (the 2nd name of Achilles (?) has been added by the  authors of the reading of plain text, there are  
no traces of it on the monument). Moreover, there are only three personal names here that do not repeat, and thrice 
is the name of Achilles mentioned, that indicates the necessity of composing an Olympus – since we know, that for 
the Paean we need at least 8  personal names, 5 of them must be included in the verse composed of five words, and 
3  are used for signature or dedication. Still, there are not enough personal names here for the Olympus as well, 
since an Olympus must have 10-11 personal names. Thus, the structure of the Paean and the Olympus similarly  
requires for the hidden verses the discharging  of the additional 4-5 personal names from  the existing text and all 
of them  should be original, i.e., they must not repeat. Let us now write down in the table all the personal names of 
the Olympus. In parentheses let us indicate the related words of the personal names and highlight the letters-figures 
in bold. 

The Olympus: the  personal names, as they are  mentioned in the letter written on the marble slab No. 4 
 

No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 
4.1 ʼAxil-lei One born on the 61st day - 613 deceased  Laestrygon. 

4.2 Pont-ά-rxh-i   At Pontes-on the 1st dayof the 168th year -one               

4.3 Xaris-tήrion  (gerej) Born on the 61st day. 119 year Recollect (an honorable victim)   

4.4 Ὅxh-ma (nῆsse) Brought on the 7th day 168 year (on the ship to the island)       

4.5 Pέlhxen 1.The victim of the love affair born on the 85th day 99 year  Mother 

4.6 Qέtidoj (gόnoj) About Thetis-(the brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.)   

4.7 (aίma qe) Aίakίdh-j (in the 114th year told ) on the  11th day: revenge to the Passionate:  

4.8  )Axilλeῦ (άqlhsin) Achilles brn. in  62 d. 119 yr. (in 85 d. 167 yr. tormented the one)  

4.9 (άll)  )Axilλ-eῦ  (the one in 357 d. as) Achilles in 167 yr.,   

4.10 (ἴsqi) Ή-metέr (perished brn. in 85 d.), they told,- the Mother brn. in 99 yr.  

4.11 Mo-ῦsan (άpὀ grafίdoj) 2.to the Muse brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (I dedicate who birth on 311 d. 168 yr. to the son)  Telegonus 
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Here the designation of the hidden verses by index L.OV.4.1. is introduced, where L stands for Lapidary, OV 
stands for the Olympus Verse, then there is the number of the monument (as enumerated according to the 
identification) and the number of the verse in the monument.  Letters-numbers are here in bold. 

 
LOV.4.1.ʼAxillei  Pontάrxhi Xaristήrion  (gerej) Ὅxhma (nῆsse) Pέlhxen  
LOV.4.2. Qέtidoj (gόnoj)  (aίma qe) Aίakίdhj   )Axilλeῦ (άqlhsin) (άll)  )Axilleῦ (ἴsqi) Ήmetέr Moῦsan     

(άpὀ grafίdoj) 
 

LOV.4.1. One born on the  61st day - 613 deceased At Pontes-on the 1st dayof the 168th year - one, Born on the 61st day.  
Recollect an honorable victim Brought on the 7th d.on the ship to the island The victim of the love affair born on the 85 d. 

LOV.4.2. About Thetis-the begettal in the 114 yr. told on the 11 d.: revenge to the Passionate: Achilles tormented, the one as  
Achilles perished, they told,- the Mother. To the Muse I dedicate who gave birth on the 311th  day  the son. 

 
First, let us have a  look at the differences in the restoration of the damaged  text of the monument, in 

comparisson  with the original text, as described above. In the 3rd personal name an auxiliary word terej is 
changed to gerej -"a victim", it is read on the monument like that (see Figure 4). Another variety of reading is 
connected with the auxiliary word of the name of Achilles (4.7) άqlhsin which stands for "tormented". On the 
monument it is not completely written till the very end, letter h is missing (see fig. 4), the rest of the letters are read 
quite okay, therefore, more appropriate in our case would be the variant that supports  the content of the hidden 
verses. Compared with the original interpretation of the personal names, which is based on the open, direct reading 
of the text, the Table  introduced five new personal names: Kharisterion (No. 3); Okheme (No. 4); Peleches (No. 5); 
Aemether (No. 10) and Muse (No. 11). But, in the hidden texts even ordinary personal names can be read in a way 
which is different from the way they are read  during the direct reading. This can be perfectly  illustrated by the first 
two personal names which contain the date of the monument creation and some other information as well. 

The name A-xillei can be allegorically read as "one of the  thousand”. In this case, Homer indicated  the 
exact number of xil, which corresponds to the number 613. It is to approximately correspond to the number of 
sailors from his Squadron, who died (lei=leia) in the Bay of Laestrygonians (the Balaklava) during the 
earthquake which occured on July, 16, 608 BC. Homer managed to save his ship because it was moored at the 
entrance to the Bay, while all the other ships entered into quite a tight  bay and were broken with  the stones falling 
from the mountains. The entire Squadron consisted  of 12 ships. On the ship of Homer there were 46 sailors (The 
Odyssey, X, 208). If we suppose that the average number of sailors on each of the broken ships was 56 then we get 
the total quantity of 616 mens. The length of the journey under the sails from the Balaklva to Berezan’ Island is  no 
more than 3-4 days, so Homer arrived on Berezan’ on  July, 18-19 608 BC. 

 Still, the name of A-xi-llei  also has a reference to Homer's birthday so that you can read here: one who was 
born on the 61st day (remembered) the 613 deceased. Tin the second name of Pontάrxhi  the date corresponding 
to these events is clearly readable: ά - stands for the 1st day; rxh stand for the year 168th, and i stands for one. I 
should note here that this date is read in the context of the contents of the two verses of the Olympus. Below, in the 
verse of the Paean, it will be read differently already, basing on its content. Also you shouldn’t forget  that the 
Paean is the main hymn, and the Olympus is an auxilliary hymn. The first verse of the Olympus is dedicated to 
remembering the 613 dead seamen, Achilles, and the mother. The death of the latest is mentioned above. The 
second verse is composed of six words  because you can't break an auxiliary word (gόnoj – "born") standing by  the 
name Thetis with another auxiliary standing by the name of Aeacides (aίma here represents the 114th year, which 
is a yer the Muse was born). The verse LOV.4.2 quotes the speech of the Muse at the burial of the mother of Homer 
on the 11th day and mentions  that crazy love passion that brought Achilles and his mother to death. Therefore, both 
died  alone, nobody was able to protect them. Both verses are devoted to the Muse of Homer, that is also stressed 
by the year of her birth, which is indicated by the name of Aeacides. Thus, the Muse was born in 662 BC and was 5 
years older than Homer and Achilles were. These verses were dedicated to her because of the birth of her son on the 
311th day, the date of birth is indicated in the word gra-fίdoj. The second part of the word, taking into account the 
trend of fίdoj=fidίtion which stands for the «common meal at the  men of full age», tells us about the birth of a 
son. 

Now let us turn in lapidary inscription of Homer to the main hymn of the hidden verses, that is to the Paean. 
Let us leave in the table only those  personal names that do not repeat, the ones, that were  in bold in the table of the 
Olympus. 

Here the designation of the hidden  verses  by index LPV.4.1 is introduced, where L stands for Lapidary, P 
stands for the Paean, V stands for Verse, then there is the number of the monument (as enumerated according to the 
identification) and the number of the verse in the monument. The signature is also considered to be the verse. 
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The Paean: names in the order they are mentioned in the letter written on the marble slab No. 4.  
 

No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 
4.1 ʼAxillei Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

4.2 Pont-άrxhi   At Pontes on the 1st day of the 169th year  

4.3 Xaristήrio-n  (gerej) Remember born on 62 d. 119 yr. dead in 85 d. 167 yr. (and victim)  

4.4 Ὅxh-ma (nῆsse) Which was brought in 7 d. 168 yr. (on the ship on an island)  

4.5 Pέlhxen Of the love-affair dead in 357 d. 167 yr.  Mother 

4.6 Qέtidoj  1.Thetis  brn. in 85 d. 99 yr.  

4.7 (gόnoj aίma qe) Aίakίdhj (born in the 105 d. 114th year) of Aeacides brn. in 303 d. 100 yr.  

4.10 Ή-metέr The mother of 8 children  

4.11 Mo-ῦsan (άpὀ grafίdoj) To the Muse brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (I dedicate who gave birth on the 311 d. to the son)  Telegonus 

 
LPV.4.1.ʼAxillei  Pontάrxhi Xaristήrion  (gerej) Ὅxhma (nῆsse) Pέlhxen Qέtidoj (gόnoj).    
LPV.4.2. (aίma qe) Aίakίdhj Ή-metέr Moῦsan (άpὀ grafίdoj) 
 
LPV.4.1. Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. at Pontes on the 1st day 169 yr. Remember born on the 61 d. 119 yr. and victim which  

was brought in 7 d. 168 yr. on the ship on an island of the love-affair dead in 357 d.167 yr. Thetis brn. in 85 d. 99yr.  
LPV.4.2. Born in the 105 d. 114 yr. the mother of Aeacides of 8 children to the Muse brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. I dedicate who gave  

birth on the 311th day to the son 
 

As a result, we have one verse composed of six personal names and a signature-dedication to the Muse which 
consists of three personal names. Typically, the development of the hidden verses always starts with compiling of 
the Paean, then by adding duplicate personal names the Paean develops into the Olympus. In the main verse in the 
name of Pontarches the  date of creation of the 4-th Monument is indicated: it is  July, 16,  607. Here i = 10, but in 
the 10-th Odysseus had already gone to the Sirens  from the Muse-Circe [3, 4]. Thus, the last date of manufacturing  
of the lapidary inscription No. 4 is  July, 16, 607 BC.    

The aim for making  this lapidary inscriptions for Homer was the glorification of the Muse, as the mother of 
eight children. Today from the hidden verses it is already known that the Muse (662-591 BC), whose real name was 
Cleopatra, in 645 BC gave birth to Homer’s daughter Tyro, then in 643 BC there followed the twins, their names 
are unknown. On September, 16, 641 BC the Virgin-Snake Muse gave birth to Hyllus whose father was Hercules = 
Homer, later the boy was renamed Scythian.  

At the age of 27 Cleopatra was forcibly married  to her direct relative, the Scythian Tsar, Pan, who forced  the 
family of Homer out of Hylaea. He fathered two twins she gave birth to, and in 634 BC the younger son was born, 
who was called Perses and because of whom  she was destined to die. The lapidary inscription of Homer is 
dedicated to the birth in the end of 608 BC of the 4th son of Homer from Cleopatra, Thelegonus (Saulius – 
according to Herodotus), because of whom  Homer himself was destined to die. In the third name of the  signature 
of the Paean Thelegonus day of birth is specified in auxiliary word gra-fίdoj  standing next to the name of the 
Muse. It is the 311thday of the year 168th, i.e. May, 22, 608 BC. In the rest of the word the Homer gave 
prophetically explicit description of his son-murderer,  taking into account the trend of this word: afίdoj=ἀfeidέw -
"ruthless, merciless" [8, p. 274 = 272]. To prove the information given here above let us have a look at the hidden 
verses from the Paean of  the 4th song of The Iliad, which referred to the birth of Thelegonus-Saulius, as well as to  
the cause of the death of Homer from the hands of his son. It is just worth mentioning, that the insert in the text 
belongs to Telemachus-Anacharsis, and could not be made during the life of Homer himself because it tells of his 
death. This is direct evidence that Homer's son looked carefully after the process of  publication of The Iliad and 
The Odyssey. He gave only the lattest versions of the text, checked by him, for publication in the Athens. If we 
have a look at the first varianr of the immanent biography of Homer [2, 3], it is obvious that homer himself had 
virtually no time to promote his  works. From 629 to 621 BC, he was in Egypt and Phoenicia, from 619 to  609 BC. 
BC there was the Trojan war, during the period of  609 to  599 Homer was for most of the time a prisoner on the 
island of Aeaea (Berezan) and in the Ogygya (the Crimea), and after the murder of the suitors of Penelope, during 
the period of  599 to 591 BC was in exile in Calliopolis.[2, 3] So, we can say that Homer could have been totally 
unknown without the participation of his Muse (662-591 BC) and his son Telemachus-Anaharsis (620-513 BC), 
who insisted on the publications of his works in the Athens. To this it's necessary to add, that as it is visible from 
set of the inscriptions found in Northern Black Sea Coast, the Telemachus has lived 107 yrs. And all this time 
watched the edition of works of the Homere in Athenes and not only. 

Further we shall place here a fragment of the Classical Greek text of the 4th song of The Iliad, which can be 
found on the website [9]. The original personal names for the Paean hymn are taken from the 327th-386th  
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hexameters of  this song. Let us write down  in the table the personal names that enter in the  the Paean, as well as 
in parentheses let us indicate (supporting related auxiliary words). Then let us put them into the hidden verses of 
the Paean РVi.4.13-15. PV here  stands for the Paean (Verse), (i) here stands for The Illiad,  the 4th song and the  
13th-15th verses. Numbers in italics are used to count the days and years. In the index to the personal names 
Si.4.327.191, S stands for Symbol, i stands for The Illiad, 4th song, 327 stands for the number of hexameter, 191 is 
the ordinal number of the  name. All the numbers that are non-marked in italics, are involved in the calculation of 
the days and years. 

 
The Paean: names in the order they are mentioned in the 13-15 hidden verses of the  IV song of The Iliad 

 
Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

Si.4.327.191 Menesqh=a (p-lh/cippon)     The will in 13 d. 195 yr. (ordered) born on 55 d. 156 yr. Telemachus 

Si.4.329.193 Odusseu/j (pa\r) Odysseus brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. (to the one who was near)    

Si.4.330.194 Kefallh/nwn (a)mfi\)            To Fullfil (with a family brn. in 41 d. 127 yr.)  Penelope 

Si.4.352.207 Arha After the death on the 365-352=13th day of 195 year    

Si.4.354.208  Thlema/x-oio 13.to Telemachus brn. in 55d. 156 yr. in 208-13=195th year.  

Si.4.358.211 (diogene\j) Laertia/dh (gave birth in 311 d. 168 yr.) Laertidian in the  365-211+14=168th year Telegonus 

Si.4.365.213 Tude/oj (ui(o\n)  Here (in 54 yrs. to the son)               

Si.4.365.214 Diom-h/dea                      Father of me Medea’s brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. Muse  

Si.4.367.215 (e(-sth/kei) S-qe/neloj  (slaughtered in 13 d. 195 yr.) Mighty brn. in 311 d. 168 yr. Telegonus 

Si.4.367.216 Kapanh-/i+oj(ui(o/j)  14.Horrible (son) born on the 367-14х4=311th day in 26 yrs.  

Si.4.377.221 Polunei-/kei+              Murderer in 13 d. 195 yr.       

Si.4.378.222 Qh-/bhj For the Thebes founded on the  23rd day of the 378-365=23rd year     Olbia-1  

Si.4.383.224 Asw-po\n Who glorified them brn. in 61 d. 119 yr.  

Si.4.385.227 Kadmei/+wna-j             Murderer brn. in the 311 d. 168 yr.                          . Telegonus                 

Si.4.386.228 Eteoklh-ei/hj. 15.Truly glorious, brn. on 63 d.138 yr. murd. in 211 d. 194 yr. Hyllus=Scythes       

 
РVi.4.13. Menesqh=a (plh/cippon) )Odusseu/j (pa\r) Kefallh/nwn (a)mfi\) Arha Thlema/xoio                             
РVi.4.14. (diogene\j) Laertia/dh Tude/oj (ui(o\n) Diomh/dea (e(sth/kei) Sqe/neloj Kapanh/i+oj(ui(o/j) 
РVi.4.15. Polunei/kei+ Qh/bhj Aswpo\n  Kadmei/+wnaj Eteoklhei/hj         

 
РVi.4.13. The will in 13 d. 195 yr. ordered brn. in 55 d. 156 yr. Odysseus brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. to the one who was near to Fullfil  

with surrounding brn. in 41 d. 127 yr. After the death in 13 d. 195 yr. to Telemachus brn. in 55 d. 156 yr. 
РVi.4.14. gave birth in the 311 d. 168 yr. Laertidian Here (in 54 yrs. the son) of my father Medea’s brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.   

slaughtered in 13 d. 195 yr. Mighty brn. in 311 d. 168 yr. Horrible son brn.in 311 d. in 26 yrs.                 
РVi.4.15. Murderer in 13 d. 195 yr.  For the Thebes founded  on 23 d. 23 yr. who glorified them brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. murderer  

truly glorious brn. in 63 d. 138 yr. murder in 211 d. 194 yr. 
 

In the 13th verse of the Paean of the  4th song (РVi.4.13.) the date of death of Homer is recorded  twice (in 
the number  of the verse No. 13 and by calculating the numbers of the  index Si.4.352.207: 352-365 = 13. Thus, the 
date Homer died is the 13th day of the 195th year, i.e., July, 28, 581 BC. As we can see, this date provides a reliable 
support for the date set in the stone of Mastor (Monument No. 5). From this verse follows, that Homer hadn’t died 
immediately, if he managed to gave to Telemachus his will. Probably he was instructed to note in this will the date 
of Homer’s death as well. Let us note here that all of the hidden verses for the approval of the person provide the 
date of birth, sometimes the personal names are simply replaced with the dates, and it becomes obvious who is 
involved. And, let us pay attention to the fact that just the date of birth or a year of birth can only be used from any 
date. For example, here near the name of Menestheus the day and year of birth of Telemachusare are indicated: 
365-327 +13 +4 =55th day; 191-13x4 + 13 +4=156th year. Near the name of Telemachus the year birth also for the 
correctness of the allegations can be read: 365-208=157th year, and the day is determined by calculations: 365-354 
= 11*4 = 44+11 = 55th day. Thus, Telemachus-Anacharsis was born on September, 8, 620 BC.    

In the 14th verse of the Paean of the 4th song (РVi.4.14) the date of birth of Homer’s son Thelegonus is 
indicated. Laertidian, i.e., the Muse of Homer, was his sister by her father, she gave birth to the future father's killer 
(calculations are shown in the table) on May, 22, 608 BC. This date, as we can see, coincides with the date on the 
lapidary monument No. 2. No doubt that the name of Diomedes must be decomposed into two parts : mh/dea= 
Mh/deia. The trend of the first part of the name should be Dio = Dioj - Zeus-the Father, and the trend for the second 
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part should be mh/dea= Mh/deia, Medea. We have to say here that when these lines were been written down by 
Telemachus, the myth of Homer about Argonauts reached a peak of popularity, both in the ancient Greece, and in 
the birthplace of the poet, in Scythia. This myth was completed by Homer immediately after the burning in  591 BC 
the dead body of the Muse in Olbia-1 (Nikolaev) and it was dedicated to his Cleopatra, “Who glorified the 
Homeland”. Her Greek pseudonym presumably was name Sappho. Apollonius of Rhodes, being the  Director of the 
library of Alexandria, found "Argonautics" unsigned and attributed it to himself – a rip-off, in fact, because the 
hidden verses of biography of Homer are easily readable. The Muse of the poet in the myth  is  displayed as Medea, 
and Telemachus knew about it. [3, 4] 

Very generous on the information turned out to be a 15th verse of the Paean of the 4th song (РVi.4.15). First, 
here the date of the foundation of Olbia-1 (Nikolaev), in which Homer was born as well as his  father, this date was 
the 23rd  day of the 23rd year, i.e., August, 7, 753 BC. Secondly, to the 37th anniversary of his father, on May, 15, 
639 BC, he created the myth of the Thebes of the Seven Gates. So Homer in the hidden verses often calls Olbia-1 
the Thebes. Thirdly, there is the birth date of the most beloved person of the family of Homer, the Scythian. The 
year can be defined  from the index Si.4.385.227: 365-227 = 138th year, and the day can be defined from the index 
Si.4.386.228: 63th day, i.e., September, 16, 638 BC. It is specified, that up to Homer Telegonus has killed in 211 d. 
194 yr. of the Scythus for the sake of capture of authority. Fifthly, it becomes clear that, following this clash, 
Teleghonus-Saulius decided to revenge his father to finally seize power in the Scythia.      

       
 

Monument No. 5 
 

The technique which was outlined in the monograph [2] gave me back in 2001 an opportunity to read the 
hidden text of the epitaph written on the  stone which had been found by Skadovsky in 1900, on the necropolis of 
the island Berezan’. The epitaph written on this stone recorded the dates of birth and death of Homer [2, pp. 69-76; 
3, pp. 93-101]. It was the first experience of reading the hidden texts in the lapidary inscriptions of the archaic era. 
But here you need to specify the date of the death of Homer that was  not definitely stated  there. The monument 
didn’t  survive, the only thing left is photo, here you can see the drawing of it (see Figure 5).  

 
 

Fig. 5. A photo of a monument No 5 and its portrayal 
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However, it is entirely possible that the monument itself  was lost somewhere in  the State Hermitage 
Museum. The basic restoration of the lapidary letter was performed by V.P. Yailenko [13]. In the text, which was 
written by bustraphedon, three personal names are  mentioned, those of 45 letters  that are hardly readable, are 
written doen presumably  by him [they are put in square brackets]. As a result the text looks like following: 

Μάστορα τόν             ←⎯  «I, the monument 
[?В?]ρτεω έ[ξ]-           ⎯→  of perished Mastor, 
ολω[λότ’?]  “Αρισ-    ←⎯  the son of Berth, 
τώνυμός  μ[ε]              ⎯→  was put 
κατάΘε [το?]              ←⎯  by Arystonym». 
Yailenko suggested 4 variants of the 2nd name of the Mastor’s father: М?ρτης, Πόρτης, “Aόρτης, В?ρτης. As 

for me, basing on the fact that the name of Mastor was mentioned by Homer (The Iliad, XV, 148), I made a 
suggestion that this is the name of the father of Odysseus, Laertes,-Λαέρτεω, and hence it goes abot Homer here, 
because of the immanence of his creative work. In this case, the epitaph is to be read as follows: 

Μάστορα τόγ             ←⎯  «Mastor’s son  
[?Λαέ]ρτεω έ[ξ]-        ⎯→  Laertes, 
ολω[λότ’?] “Αρισ-     ←⎯  perished, 
τώνυμός μ[ε]               ⎯→  Arystonym me (the monument)  
κατάΘε[το?]               ←⎯  put». 
Here an imperfect form of translation is caused by the necessity  to include the word "monument", which are 

conspicuously absent in the text. If you move away from using the word "monument", then it becomes quiet 
necessary to refuse form the interpretation of the latter  unreadable word in 4th row μ[ε], as "me". Probably, it is 
necessary to consider the possibility of including it in a semantic relationship with the last word, but this, in turn, 
requires the replacement of [ε] to [η]. In this case the particle μ[η] has many possible shades of meaning, depending 
on the meaning of the last word. The most likely is one of the several variants which suggests that the word 
κατάΘε[το?] can be replaced, but with a slightly different translation-"approached, sailed”, if you consider  word 
κατάΘε [ω] to be the base. Then a combination of a particle and the last word should be read as a multiple meaning 
exclamation  of Arystonym: μ[η] κατάΘε [το?!] - "has he really sailed?!" [8, p. 888] Here it goes about the literal 
meaning (Homer's body was transported by vessel to the island of Berezan’, from the city of Elay (now 
Seddulbakhir, Turkey). Allegorical meaning is in indicating the ultimate Harbor of the sailor, who travelled a lot 
during  his life. It is no coincidence that a paddle is depicted on the stone – which is a symbol of the helmsman. We 
should note here that the replacement of the letters here are done only in those places where they are unreadable or 
missing. The general view of the poetic epitaph will look like following:        

Μάστορα τόν             ←⎯  «To Mastor, the son 
[?Λαέ]ρτεω έ[ξ]-        ⎯→  of Laertes, 
ολω[λότ’?] “Αρισ-     ←⎯  perished –  
τώνυμός  μ[η]-            ⎯→  Arystonym: has he really   
κατάΘε[το?!]              ←⎯  sailed?!». 
We should note here that the name Arystonym («Famous») and the years of age τώ – 38, which can be  read 

at the beginning of the 4th row within this name, accurately indicate Telemachus-Anacharsis. First, from the hidden 
verses we know already that he was born on September, 8, 620 BC. Thus, on August, 14, he was 38 years old. 
Secondly, he was famous because of the fact that he was considered a Sage of ancient Greece (Herodotus). And 
thus, the exclamation of Arystonym should be understood as a manifestation of disbelief in the fact that a person so 
energetic as Mastor, i.e. «the seeker», reached his limit, his very last Harbor. This epitaph is very thoughtfully 
composed and has a hidden secret meaning, to which the whole structure of the epitaph verse is subordinated.  

So, let us highlight in bold the letters that compose an acrotelestic, which includes the whole bottom row, that 
is, outwardly it looks like a crown, framing all the five lines of the verse: 

Μάστορα τόν             ←⎯  «To Mastor, the son 
[Λαέ]ρτεω έ[ξ]-          ⎯→  of Laertes, 
ολω [λότ’] ᾿Αρισ-     ←⎯   perished –   
τώνυμός μ[η]              ⎯→  Arystonym: has he really   
κατάΘε[τΟ]               ←⎯  sailed?!». 
Let us introduce the following designation  for the received hidden verse LATV.5.1, here L stands for 

Lapidary, ATV stands for Acro-Tele-Verse, then follows the number of the monument (as enumerated according to 
the identification) and the number of the verse in the monument. Let us write down the verse, which is obtained by 
allocating acrotelestic, as well as its translation. Then let us outline the base translation text in bold and auxiliary in 
italic. 
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LATV.5.1. Μά[Λα]  ολω  τ′  κ-ατ  άΘε′  [τ′; ῞Ο]м [η]ρι   σε   [ξ′]α′   τ′   όν ′. 
LATV.5.1. Secretly  three of them after the death on the 13th day of the 195th year brought; Homer who was born on  

the 61st day earlier one year than the 30th Olympiad he was 75 years of age. 
 

Here the trend of the word ΜάΛα is expected to be ΜάΛη which stands for "in the bosom ("the hollow"), 
“secretly” which allowed the spelling of this word as Μάλα as well. The word ολω on the Ionian dialect of Homer 
has a meaning of "to murder, to perish". The word κατα which stands before the letter Θ in ancient epic can turn 
into κατ and it can be translated as “in the sequel, because of”. [8, pp. 1050, 1166, 880] The letter τ as number  
indicates the number of 300, in this case according to the meaning  only one digit  of it, i.e.,  3,  is used in the first 
case, and  in the second and third only the first two digits – 30 are used, perhaps, for its potential involvement in 
making up the words. Let us not forget that this text was composed at the same time for the purpose of direct 
reading and for the purpose of the secret readingat the same time. Thus, it was impossible to use neither a figure of 
γ-3 nor the figure of λ-30, without losing the preset content and meaning. The name of Homer is written down in 
the form of singular dative ῞Ομηρι from the original ῞Ομηρος in the nominative case. If we now count down from 
the first Olympiad which was held in 776, 120 years which are due to pass before the 30th Olympiad occurred, we 
then are sure to get the year 656 BC, and then we will still need to add 61 day of the year 657 BC. 

If we take into account that  the beginning of the yearoccured on July, 15, it turns out that Homer was born on 
the  61st day starting from  the beginning of the year, and was killed on the 13th day starting from the beginning of 
the year. Thus, the number of years lived by Homer, shown in acrotelestic also coincide –he lived for 75 years. 
Thus, Homer was born on September, 14, 657 BC, and died on July, 28, 581 BC, and he lived for 75 years and 10.5 
months, that is, he did not live a month and a half up to his 76 years. 

I should note here that up to the present moment enough data has been accumulated from the hidden verses  
that confirm repeatedly that date of birth of Homer. The date of his death is repeated only for five times, on the 
other hand. The phrase "three of them secretly", coincides with the mythological instructions that when Homer was 
accidentally killed by his son Thelegonus, the latter took to the island of Aeaea (Berezan’) to Circe along with the 
body of his father the wife of the deceased wife Penelope, and her son Telemachus. [14] Telemachus-Anacharsis in 
the hidden verses of "Batrachomyomachia" thoroughly described as Thelegonus-Saulius ("Beeteater") killed the 
father. Unlocking the secret of the hidden record in the epitaph is entirely based on the reading methods of the 
hidden verses developed in the monograph. [2] 

We needed to make still table Paean for a monument No 5 in the form accepted above. To three names directly 
mentioned we shall add the fourth name from acro-telle-versus LATV.5.1 - the Homer. 

 
Paean: original names and names, by way of their mention in the letter on a stone No 5. 

 
No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 
5.1 Μά-στορα  (τό-ν) The Seeker brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. (son)  

5.2 Λαέρ-τεω   Laertes brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. Lycus 

5.3 ᾽Αριστών-υμός and brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. Grand daughters Well-known brn. in 211 d. 42 yr. (Aristaeus of Marmara) Clymene 

5.4 ῞Ομηρι    Homer from 61 day 155 year in 36 years    

 
In former designations we shall receive incomplete a verse: 

 
LPV.4.1. Μά-στορα  (τό-ν) Λαέρ-τεω Αριστών-υμός ῞Ομηρι   
 
LPV.4.1. The Seeker brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. son of  Laertes brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. and brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. Grand daughters       

Well-known brn. in 211 d. 42 yr. (Aristaeus of Marmara) Homer from 61 day 155 year in 36 years   
 
So, here the origin of the Homere from the father of the Lycus=Laertes (brn. in 303 d. 100 yr.) and mothers 

Clymene (brn. in 85 d. 99 yr.), grand daughters well-known Aristaeus of Marmora (brn. in 211 d. 42 yr.), named by 
it in myths Orpheus. Essentially important the specified date of assignment to itself a name of the Homer in 36 yrs. 
here is. Having returned after 7 yrs. Stay in Egypt and 1 more in Phoenicia, Zethus (that was his initial name) after 
a trip to the Delphic Sibyl has abruptly reconstructed the life. Has expelled wife Megara imposed to him, married 
on Penelope, and has accepted for itself Bible a name of the Homer, i.e. the descendant Cimmerians a tribe.    

In such record for Paean final four names of a monument 5 it is still read acroversus:  
 

LAVО.5.1. ΜάΛΑ ῞Οмηρι  
LAVО.5.1. Secret of the Homer.  
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 The secret of the Homer will be opened below, after drawing up summary Paean five monuments examined. here. 
Now let us turn to the Classical Greek text of the 11th song of The Odyssey, which describes the journey of 
Odysseus in Hades. Let us record down to the Olympus name table all the personal names from the Classical  
Greek text of the 11th song which covers according to the names  the 4th and the 5th hidden poems of the Olympus. 
The following Classical Greek text is taken from [11]. In italics in the table are those numbers indicated, which are 
used in computation of the day and the year. All possible operations can be used for this: addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. Let us assign to each personal name an individual index by specifying the number of 
the hymn, the number of hexameter, and the ordinal number of the personal name. For example, index Sо.11.60.17 
denotes the following: S stands for Symbol, о stands for The Odyssey, 11th stands for the  number of the song, 60 

stands for the number of the hexameter in this hymn, 17 stands for the ordinal name. Similarly, indexing of the 
hidden verse, for example, OVo.11.4, denotes that this is the verse of the Olympus, where o stands for The 
Odyssey, 11 stands for the number of the song and 4 is the number of the verse, which is used for calculations. 

 
The Olympus: names in the order they are mentioned in the 3-4 hidden verses of the XI song of The Odyssey 
 
Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

Sо.11.60.17 (διογεν-ὲς)Λα-ερτιάδη  (born from brn. in 303 d. 100 yr.) Laertes brn. in 61d. 119 yr.           

Sо.11.60.18 (πολυμ-ήχαν)Ὀδυ-σσεῦ (invented the stone in 85 d. 168 yr.) I in the age of 49 yrs.   

Sо.11.62.19 Κίρκης Indication of the borders from brn. in 61 d. 119 yr.   

Sо.11.65.20 (ψυχὴ δ) Ἄϊδόσδε (κατῆλθε) (life) of Fortune (and to finish)  

Sо.11.68.21 (ἐόντα) Τηλεμάχ-ου 4.(marked by) Telemachus brn. in 55 d. 156 yr.  

Sо.11.69.22 Ἀίδα-ο (νῆσον) In Hades at brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (on the island)   modern name 

Sо.11.70.23 Αἰαίην (σχήσεις=εχω) Aeaea (hidden in 85 d. 168 yr.) Berezan’ 

Sо.11.85.24 (κατατεθνηυίης) Αὐτολύκου 
(θυγάτηρ) 

(with perished in 357 d. 167 yr.) Autolycus’ (daughter brn. in 85 d. 99yr.)  
на 85-11-5=69г. 365-(85-11х5-11)=357д. Clymene 

Sо.11.85.25 Ἀντίκλεια (τ-ὴν ζωὴν)  Anticlea brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. (during her life)   

Sо.11.86.26 Ἴλιον (ἱρήν) 5.To the son brn. 61 d. 119 yr. (ordered at the age of 60 yrs in 159 yr.)   

 
OVо.11.4. (διογενὲς)Λαερτιάδη (πολυμήχαν)Ὀδυσσεῦ Κίρκης (ψυχὴ δ) Ἄϊδόσδε (κατῆλθε) (ἐόντα) Τηλεμάχου 
OVо.11.5. Ἀίδαο (νῆσον) Αἰαίην (σχήσεις=εχω) (κατατεθνηυίης) Αὐτολύκου (θυγάτηρ) Ἀντίκλεια (τὴν ζωὴν) Ἴλιον (ἱρήν)  
 
OVо.11.4. Born in 61d. 119 yr. from Laertes brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. invented the stone in 85 d. 168 yr. I in the age of 49 yrs.  

Indication of the borders from brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. life of Fortune and to finish marked by) Telemachus brn. in 55 d. 156 yr.       
ОVо.11.5. In Hades at brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. on the island of Aeaea is hidden in 85 d. 168 yr. with perished in 357 d. 167 yr.  

Autolycus’ brn. in 85 d. 99yr. Anticlea brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. during her life To the son brn. 61 d. 119 yr. ordered at the age of 60  
yrs in 159 yr. 

A few words need to be said about the calculations that use all kinds of operations with the numbers of the 
songs of the epic, the number of hexameter, the ordinal number of the personal name and the hidden verse. The day 
of birth of Homer is determined from the index Sо.11.60.17 of the verse 4, by multiplication of the ordinal number 
of the name and the number of the verse  and subtracting from it the difference between the number of the song and 
the number of the verse: 17* 4-(11-4) = 61st  day, i.e.,  Homer was born on  September, 14.  From the following 
index Sо.11.60.18 it can be determined at what age he made this stone: 60-11 = 49, by deducting the ordinal 
number of the name from the number of hexameter in the index, i.e., the stone was made by Homer at the age of 
49. The absolute number of the year of birth is given in the index Sо.11.86.26 of the 5th verse (ОVо.11.5). It was 
determined by multiplying the ordinal namber of the name of Ilion to the number of the verse, followed by 
deducting the number of the  song: 26x5-11 = 119, i.e.,  Homer was born in the year 119th , or, according to the new 
chronology, on  September, 14, 657 BC.  

The name Ilion here is to be translated figuratively as "surrounding". Family of the Homere a vein in 13 km. 
From Ilion in a Elay, on opposite coast strait nowadays Dardanelless. And since the year of birth is defined, we can 
confidently say that "Antiklea (during her life) to the Son born in the year 119th  (ordered) at the age of 60 years". 
Let us note the coincidence of the dates of birth of Homer, that were derived from completely different sources, 
from the epic and lapidary text. Here the age of Homer’s = Odyssey’s mother Antiklea is determined by deducting 
the ordinal number from the number of hexameter in the index: 86-26 = 60 years. Index Sо.11.85.25  near the name 
of Antiklea makes it possible to calculate the date and the year of birth of Homer’s mother. The day of birth is 85th, 
which is clearly indicated in the number of hexameter, and the year of birth is calculated by adding up the numbers 
of hexameter and the ordinal number of the name, with subtracting the numbers of the song from the sum: 85+25-
11=99, i.e. the mother of Homer, Clymene, was born on October, 8, 677 BC. The name of the mother is  
determined from the other hidden verses. The date of birth of Homer and his mother are confirmed many times  in 
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the other hidden verses, which is why they are confidently stated here. Since the date of birth of the mother is 
defined, it is not difficult to calculate that she celebrated her  60th anniversary on  October, 8, 617 BC. 

The date of death of the mother of Homer is calculated from the index of the name Autolycus Sо.11.85.24. To 
determine the age, or how old she was when this happened, we should from the number of hexameter index 
subtract the sum of the numbers of the song and the verse: 85- (11+5)=69, i.e., the mother died at the age of 69. 
The day of death is determined by subtracting from the total number of the days in the year the difference between 
the numbers of the song and the verse: 365-(85-11x5-11) = 357th day. Thus, the mother died on July, 8, 609 BC. It 
is absolutely obvious that without accumulating statistics on the dates of key events of the biography of Homer we 
have nothing to say about the reliability and accuracy of dates stated here. But, all listed above date are much easier 
allocated from names and words, in the letters allocated by a fat font as it is made above in the table. Duplication 
through numbers of indexes was carried out by the Homere, as a rule for very important dates and events. It is 
clear, that without accumulation of statistics about dates of key events of the biography of the Homere there is 
nothing to speak about reliability and accuracy of dates installed here. Here for what repeated cyclic approximation 
true, by reusable specification of dates and, the interpretation of the latent verses connected with them here is 
necessary.  

So, from the hidden verses given here it is quite evident that the stone in question and the text of the epitaph 
with the years of birth and demise was made by Homer for himself. Moreover, it appears that he instructed 
Telemachus to record the date of his death on the stone. The stone in question was made by Homer to his 49th  
anniversary, September, 14, 608 BC.  But the final date was not revealed so this   stone is fifth in the General list. 
From the itinerarium of the journey of Odyssey which is provided in Theses of the Immanent Biography [2, p. 41; 
3, p. 56] it becomes obvious that the island iof Aeaea corresponds to the island of Berezan’. Generally speaking, the 
end of the year 167 and the beginning of the year 168, were quiet appalling for Homer=Odyssey. At the end of the 
year 167, in the Bay of Laestrygonians (Balaklava), an earthquake destroyed 11 vessels of his squadron [1]. No 
sooner had he come to his senses, returning on Berezan to his Muse, that the ship arrived from Elay (now 
Seddulbakhir, Turkey). 

They brought the body of his mother, who had been murdered by the avenger while her journey to the 
Bosphorus – hence the name of the mother Antiklea – "Defamed". The mother died on July, 8, 609 BC. For some 
days they were searching her and the journey from Elay to Berezan’  took approximately 9-10 days. So, the date of 
the 7th day of the new 168th year, i.e. July, 22, 608 BC looks quite plausible, especially since it is confirmed above 
in the verses (PVi.16.27 and LOV.4.1). So, Homer had to bury his mother on the 11th day of the year 168th , i.e. on  
July, 26, 608 BC. This date is confirmed by the data  that can be found here above in the verses L.OV.4.2, LPV.4.1 
and  PVi.16.27. He remembered her will that she had given to him on her 60th birthday. She requested to put in her 
tomb a stone with a reminder to the future generations that she was a mother of a great poet. Her son coped with 
this task, he composed the hidden text of the epitaph for his birthday on September, 14. And then, 24 days later, he 
made an inscription and on her birthday, on October, 8, 608 BC, he put a stone with his epitaph into the grave of his 
mother. 27 years later the date of death of Homer was written by Telemachus on the stone when he brought the 
body of Homer back to Berezan’ in order to be buried according to his will. And 2508 years later this stone was 
found on the Berezan’ necropolis by an amateur archaeologist Skadovskiy. Unfortunately, he didn’t properly fix 
either the position of the stone in the tomb, or who was buried there, though he should have done that. The diary of 
his excavations was lost and now the information can’t be restored. And the part of the necropolis with the place 
where the tomb of Homer's mother was situated, now is covered by the waters of the Black Sea.  

Now let us turn to the texts of five of lapidary monuments of Berezan’ and their relationship and connection 
to each other. 

 
The Pantheon of lapidary monuments of Homer found on the island of Berezan. 

 
In conclusion of out analysis of the hidden verses, let us write down  all 56 proper names found in all five 

verses of all  five lapidary inscriptions of archaeological monuments  in order of their time of creation specified 
above during  the analysis. This would be  an analogue of the consolidated  Olympus. We must also keep in mind 
that Homer wouldn't have done anything just because, for all the texts of the hidden verses in his epics  are linked 
together, forming a single system, which is integrated with the general intention. So, you can expect some kind of 
interconnection here as well. 

As we can see lower, all of the proper names, highlighted in the lapidary texts of the five monuments together 
create quite a complete and integrated piece, which finishes with the disclosure of the name of Homer, who is  the 
author of the lapidary Pantheon, and indicating  the boundary dates of his life as well. My communication with 
Homer has been lasting already for 32 years, and on the basis of it I can make a suggestion that Homer never did 
anything for nothing. His entire life was well-thought from the very beginning and up to the very end of it. So, if 
we talk about this collection of the five lapidary texts of Homer, as about the complete unit and integrated piece, 
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then at least it should be linked over with a help of acrostic and telestic. Acrostic should be compiled from the first 
proper names of the lapidary text of each monument, and telestic should be compiled using the last proper names of 
each monument. Let us now introduce the following designation for them respectively: LVO.1-5 and LTVO.1-5, 
here L  stands for Lapidary, AVO  stands for Acro Verse Olympus), and TVO stands for Tele Verse Olympus), 
starting from the 1st and up to the 5th Monument: 

 
The Olympus: names of the five lapidary monuments found on Berezan’ island [1; 3; 4] 

 
No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

  November, 30, 609 BC  

1.1 Ὲpὶ (ᾰrxontoj) 
 Eύrhsi-bίou 

(one leader-in the 167 yr. after 53 days from 85 d.) Considered – a biography  

1.2 Ἀnacimέ-noj (tó b′ οί) Of the 2-nd mighty leader,who was born one day later Than me, born on the 61st day 
119 year (one of two twins)  

1.3 (peri) Dio-nύsion (on 85th day 167 yr. slaughtered) Dionisius in 48 yrs.  

1.4 Ἀlecάndrou (iso άgor)  Alexander (equal the only to people brn. in 127 yr. in 328 d.)  

1.5 (anómo-j) Ina-rmazoj 1.(villainously by 20 men) at 16-year-old femme fatale agoranomos was strangled.  

1.6 Ko-ukodwnoj Kikon brn. in 263 d. 102 yr. to wine with  

1.7 Batagoj The prickle of stingray to the leader in 80 d. 165 yr.  

1.8 Ad-wlou Deadely poison to Hades with brn. in 80 d. 131 yr.  

1.9 Reur-omaroj Brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. - in a pot - had sent  

1.10 Seipel-agou 2. my Marine Goddess in 51 yrs.  

1.11 Dionuso-dwros for Dionisius gift in 303 d. 165 yr.  

1.12 Boud-ei (eύxaristή-rin) During the Budini’ (feast in 51 year born in  the 114th year on the 302nd day)     

1.13 Ἀxil-leἴ  (ήrwi) One born in the 61st day after 3 days by the boaster of Achilles The Hero  

1.14 R(e)oirom-arossi Praised and born on the 105th day the beloved in marble  

1.15 Pelagou  (ἔgra-yen) 3. Divine Seamen (glorified of mine) in 138 d. 167 yr.  

  December, 30,  609 BC  

2.1 ʼAgaqῆ   The Divine in the brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. murdered in 85 d. 167 yr.  

2.2 T-ύxh    Is doomed in Hades in 48 yrs.  

2.3 (ʼax)Illeῖ (at 16-year –old strangled ) at Illion Axilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

2.4 Pontά-rxv  (ὲpὶ) At Pontus on the day 168th (to be in 167 yr.)  

2.5 (ᾰrxonto-j) Pontikoῦ 1.(the 1-st Archon in 48 yrs. brn.in 62 d. in 168 yr. ) Pontic  
2.6 Neikίou (tὸ b΄) Battles at Nykiya (36-year-old two)  
2.7 K-ac-i-naj 20 and 16 against mine (born on the 61st day) 10 ships  
2.8 Farnagou (ίe-rat-eύwn) Under the sails (with priestess brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.)  
2.9 (p-όlewj) eὺstaqίaj  (of the city found. in 105 d. 145 yr.) Defenders  
2.10 ὺgeίaj (xaris-tήrion) 2.Paean brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. grateful to honor the victory)  
2.11 ἀnέ-sth-sen Theseus resurrect in 238 d. and 255 d. in 156 yr.  
  January, 2, 609 BC  

3.1 (ʼaga) Qῆi   (infuriated) the Gods in 85 d. 167 yr.   

3.2 T-ύxh    The destiny in 48 yrs.  

3.3 ʼAxilleῖ Of Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

3.4 Pontά-rxvi  (oί) On Pontus in 171 d. 167 yr.   

3.5 (perὶ) Kάrpon 1.(on the island) Finished after 85 d. 167 yr.  

3.6 Aίl-ίou One near Ilion in 48 yrs.  

3.7 ʼEp-ikrάtouj  
(άgoranὀmoi tὀ b ¯a) Migty brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  (at agoranomos  mated)   

3.8 Abrago-j With a Virgin of 16 yrs.  

3.9 Abrumhou Ample-bodied brn. in 151 yr. in 74 d.   

3.10 Mάrk-oj 2.Exhausted brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

3.11 Neo-ptolέmou At the 16 yrs. Young-by the enemies  
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3.12 K-oulij By 20 Strangled with the straps by brn. in 328 d. 127 yr.  

No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 
3.13 Abragou By strong  - the fool in 48 yrs. brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  

3.14 Marikiwn At femme-fatale on the 85 d. 167 yr.  

3.15 L-usimάgou  
eὺxaris-tήrion/ 

3.30 insolent  attacked  (the victim brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.)  

3.16 Akxij brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. an arrow of Akhius brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. Paris 

  July, 16, 607 BC  

4.1 ʼA-xil-lei One born on the  61st day - 613 deceased  

4.2 Pont-ά-rxh-i   At Pontes-on the 1st day of  the 168th year -one   

4.3 Xaris-tήrion  (gerej) Brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. Recollect (an honorable victim)  

4.4 Ὅxh-ma (nῆsse) Brought on the 7th day 168 year (on the ship to the island)  

4.5 Pέlhxen 1.The victim of the love affair brn. in 85 d. 99 yr.  

4.6 Qέtidoj (gόnoj) About Thetis-(the begettal in 105 d. 114 yr.)  

4.7 (aίma qe) Aίakίdh-j (brn. in 114 yr. told ) on the  11th day 168 year revenge to the Passionate:  

4.8  )Axilλeῦ (άqlhsin) Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. (in 85 d. 167 yr. tormented the one)  

4.9 (άll)  )Axilλ-eῦ  (the one in 357 d. as) Achilles in 167 yr.,   

4.10 (ἴsqi) Ή-metέr (perished brn. in 85 d.), they told,- the Mother brn. in 99 yr.  

4.11 Mo-ῦsan  
(άpὀ grafίdoj) 

2.to the Muse brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (I dedicate who gave birth on the 311th day 168 
year to the son)   

  September, 14 608 BC – July, 16, 607 BC  

5.1 Μά-στορα  (τό-ν) To the Searching brn. in 61 d.119 yr. (son)  

5.2 Λαέρ-τεω   Laertes brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. Lycus 

5.3 ᾽Αριστών-υμός and brn.in 85 d.99 yr. Grand daughters Well-known brn. in 211 d. 42 yr. (Aristaeus) Clymene 

5.4 ῞Ομηρι    Homer from 61 day 155 year in 36 years    

 
LAVO.1-5. Eύrhsibίou ʼAgaqῆ (ʼaga) Qῆi ʼAxillei Μάστορα (τόν)  
LTVO.5-1. ῞Οmηρι Moῦsan (άpὀ grafίdoj) Akxij  ἀnέsthsen Pelagou  (ἔgra-yen)  
 
LAVO.1-5. One leader-in the 167 yr. after 53 days from 85 d.Considered – a biography The Divine in the brn.in 62d.  
119 yr. murdered in 85 d. 167 yr. infuriated, the one born on the  61st day the Seeker (infuriated) the Gods in 85 d. 167 yr.  

Achilles To the Searching brn. in 61 d.119 yr. 
LTVO.5-1. Homer from 61 day 155 year in 36 years  to the Muse brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (I dedicate who gave birth on  
the 311th day 168 year to the son) brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. an arrow of Akhius brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. Theseus resurrect in 238  

d. and 255 d. in 156 yr. Divine Seamen (glorified of mine) in 138 d. 167 yr. 
 

Further we make final acromesoteleversus LAМTVO.1-5-1-5 a summary Olympus of all five monuments of 
five names. Between the first and last names selected in a direct direction, i.e. from LAVO.1-5 to LTVO.5-1, we 
insert average names Akxij and (ʼaga) Qῆi in the opposite direction. It will be « weaving of baskets » as his great-
grandfather Aristej Prokonessky learned this of the Homer: 
 
LATVO.1-5-1. Eύrhsibίou ῞Οmηρι  Akxij (ʼaga) Qῆi Μάστορα (τόν) Pelago-u (ἔgra-yen) 
 
LATVO.1-5-1. Has conceived the biography in 138 д. 167 the Homer brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. Akhius brn. in 328 d. 127 yr.  
Divine brn. in 62 d.119 yr. is killed in 85 d. 167 yr. the Searching in 1 d. 169 yr. of Seamen I glorify with the sister brn. in 105  

d. 114 yr. 
As we see, the contents final acromesoteleversus Olympus LAМTVO.1-5-1. looks quite logical. Date and an 

occasion of creation of the biography - destruction Achilles of the brother are specified. The author of mean murder 
is designated and the role of their common Muse, as sailors looking is noted. Date of creation of a summary 
Olympus of five monuments is brought. We shall note, that final acromesoteleversus the Olympus consists from 6 
names.  

The entire Olympus looks like a well thought-out composition, connecting all the five monuments in a single 
whole. It reflects the main shocking events, that struck 48-year-old Homer starting from November, 30, 609 BC 
and until September, 14, 608 BC. Here are they: the death of Achilles, which occurred on October, 8, 609 BC; the 
death of 11 ships of his Squadron  in the Bay of Laestrygonians, which occurred on  July, 15, 608 BC; the death of 
his  mother, which he had to bury on the island of  Berezan’ on July, 11, 608 BC. The consolidated acrostic of the 
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Olympus has a distinct idea, which announces about the beginning in the year 167th of Homer’s (the poet was born 
on the 61st day) work at The Iliad as an epic, dedicated to Achilles. In the combined telestic of Olympus it is 
announced that Mastor the Seeker is Homer himself. It is also pointed out that after the glorification of Achilles 
under the name of Theseus killed by an arrow of Paris, Homer dedicates the Pantheon of lapidary texts to his Muse 
who has given birth to his fourth son.  

In order to make sure whether this composition of five monuments was considered as a single and completed 
unit, it is necessary to compose a general Paean, as the chief hymn, i.e., we must use only the original names of the 
Olympus. Then we should break them once again into the verses composed of five words, and see whether we will 
be able to read the coherent text giving us some new information. From the text we can see that the extreme date of 
the creation of the Pantheon is July, 16, 607 BC. It can be found in the 4th and the 5th monuments. It  is Homer’s 
50th  anniversary and that is why it would be quiet logical of him to compose 10 verses composed of five words  by 
that date. Of the 57 personal names in the Olympus, 7 repeat, so we will just have the correct number of 50 
personal names for making 10 verses composed of five words for Paean. 

 
The Paean: original names in the five monuments of Homer which were found on the island of Berezan’ 

 
№ ord. No. Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

1 1.1 Ὲpὶ (ᾰrxontoj) 
 Eύrhsi-bίou 

(one leader - in 167 yr. – across 53 d. after 85 d.) Considered – a biography in 
138 d. 167 yr.  

2 1.2 Ἀnacimέ-noj (tó b′ οί) Of the 2-nd mighty leader,who was born one day later than me, brn. in 61 d.119 
yr. (one of two twins)  

3 1.3 (peri) Dio-nύsion (in 85 d. 167 yr. slaughtered) Dionisius in 48 yrs.  

4 1.4 Ἀlecάndrou (iso άgor)  Alexander (equal the only to people who brn. in 127 yr. in 328 d.) Paris 

5 1.5 (anómo-j) Ina-rmazoj 1.(villainously by 20 men.) at 16-year-old femme fatale strangled   

6 1.6 Ko-ukodwnoj Kikon brn. in 263 d. 102 yr. to wine Pan 

7 1.7 Batagoj The prickle of stingray to the leader in 303 d. 165 yr.  

8 1.8 Ad-wlou Deadely poison to Hades with brn. 80 d. 131 yr. Tyro 

9 1.9 Reur-omaroj Brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. - in a pot - had sent  

10 1.10 Seipel-agou 2. my Marine Goddess in 51 yrs.  

11 1.11 Dionuso-dwros for Dionisius gift in  303 d. 165 yr.  

12 1.12 Boud-ei (eύxaristή-rin)  During the Budini’ feast in 51 yrs brn in 105 d. 114 yr.      

13 1.13 Ἀxil-leἴ  (ήrwi) brn. in 61 d.119 yr. by the boaster of Achilles – Hero (brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.)  

14 1.14 R(e)oirom-arossi and brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. the Beloved in marble  

15 1.15 Pelagou  (ἔgra-yen) 3. Seamen (glorified of mine) in 138 d. 167 yr.  

16 2.1 ʼAgaqῆ   The Divine brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.murder in 85 d. 167 yr.  

17 2.2 T-ύxh    Is doomed in Hades in 48 yrs.  

18 2.3 (ʼax)Illeῖ  (at 16-year –old.) Trojan strangled Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.    

19 2.4 Pontά-rxv  (ὲpὶ) At Pontus on the day 168th  (to be in 167 yr.)  

20 2.5 (ᾰrxonto-j) Pontikoῦ 4.(the 1-st Archon in 167 yr. brn. in 62 d. in 48 yrs.) Pontic  
21 2.6 Neikίou (tὸ b΄) Battles at Nykiya (37-year-old two)  
22 2.7 K-ac-i-naj 20 and 16 against mine brn in 61 d. 10 ships  
23 2.8 Farnagou (ίe-rat-eύwn) Under the sails (with priestess brn in 105 d. 114 yr.)  
24 2.9 (p-όlewj) eὺstaqίaj  (of the city found. in 105 d. 145 yr.) Defenders  
25 2.10 ὺgeίaj (xaris-tήrion) 5.Paean (brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. grateful to honor the victory)  
26 2.11 ἀnέsthsen Theseus resurrect on the 23 d. and 255 d. 155 yr.  
27 3.1 (ʼaga) Qῆi   (infuriated) the Gods in 85 d. 167 yr.  

28 3.4 Pontά-rxvi  (oί) On Pontus in 171 d. 167 yr.  

29 3.5 (perὶ) Kάrpon (on the island) Finished after 85 d. 167 yr.  

30 3.6 Aίl-ίou 6. One in 48 yrs. was strangled near Ilion  

31 3.7 ʼEp-ikrάtouj  
(άgoranὀmoi tὀ b ¯a) 

Migty brn.in 62 d.119 yr. (at agoranomos  mated)  

32 3.8 Abrago-j With a Virgin 16 yrs.  
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33 3.9 Abrumhou Ample-bodied brn. in 74 d. 151 yr.  

34 3.10 Mάrk-oj Exhausted brn.in 62 d.119 yr.  

35 3.11 Neo-ptolέmou 7. The Young 16 yrs. and the enemies  

36 3.12 Koulij 20 Strangled with the straps by brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. Paris 

37 3.14 Marikiwn At femme-fatale on the 85th day 167 year  

38 3.15 L-usimάgoueὺxaris- 30 insolent  attacked  (the victim brn.in 62 d.119 yr.)  

39 3.16 Akxij brn. in 61 d. 167 yr. Akhius arrow brn. in 328 d. 127 yr.  Paris 

40 4.3 Xaris-tήrion  (gerej) 8. brn. in 61 d. 167 yr.Recollect  (honorable victims)  

41 4.4 Ὅxh-ma (nῆsse) Brought in 7 d.168 yr. (on the ship to the island)  

42 4.5 Pέlhxen The victim of the love affair brn. in 85 d. 99 yr.  

43 4.6 Qέtidoj (gόnoj) about Thetis - (brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.)  

44 4.8 (aίma qe) Aίakίdh-j (brn. in 114 yr. told) in 11 d. 168 yr.: revenge to the Passionate  

45 4.10 (ἴsqi) Ή-metέr 9.( murder brn. in 85 d.) According to the stories  the Mother brn. in 99 yr.  

46 4.11 Mo-ῦsan (άpὀ grafίdoj) to the Muse brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. (dedicate  brn in 311 d. 168 yr. to the son)   

47 5.1 Μά-στορα  (τό-ν) The Searching brn. in 119 yr. (in  61 d. son)  

48 5.2 Λαέρ-τεω   of Laertes brn. in 303 d. 100 yr.    Lycus 

49 5.3 ᾽Αριστών-υμός and brn.in 85d.99yr.Grand daughters Well-known brn.in 211d.42 yr. (Aristaeus) Clymene 

50 5.4 ῞Ομηρι    10.Homer from 61 day 155 year in 36 years    

 
Let us on the basis of the table write down the hidden verses of the united Paean LPV.1-5. They need to 

receive their own designation and numeration because they will be different from the original ones. 
 

LPV.1-5.1. Ὲpὶ (ᾰ-rxo-ntoj) Eύrhsi-bίou Ἀnacimέnoj (tó b′ οί) (peri) Dionύsion Ἀlecάndrou (iso άgor)  
(anómoj) Inarmazoj 

LPV.1-5.2. Koukodwnoj Batagoj  Adwlou  Reuromaroj Seipelagou 
LPV.1-5.3. Dionusodwros Boudei (eύxaristήrin) Ἀxilleἴ (ήrwi) R(e)oiromarossi Pelagou (ἔgra-yen) 
LPV.1-5.4. ʼAgaqῆ Tύxh ʼaxIlleῖ Pontάrxv (ὲpὶ) (ᾰrxontoj) Pontikoῦ  
LPV.1-5.5. Neikίou (tὸ b΄) Kacinaj Farnagou (ίerateύwn) (pόlewj) Eὺstaqίaj Ὑgeίaj (xaristήrion) 
LPV.1-5.6. Ἀnέsthsen (ʼaga)-Qῆi Pontά-rxvi  (oί) (perὶ) Kάrpon Aίlίou 
LPV.1-5.7. ʼEpikrάtouj (άgoranὀmoi tὀ b ¯a) Abragoj Abrumhou  Mάrkoj Neoptolέmou  
LPV.1-5.8. Koulij Marikiwn Lusimάgou Akxij Xaristήrion (gerej) 
LPV.1-5.9. Ὅxhma (nῆsse) Pέlhxen Qέtidoj (gόnoj) (aίma qe) Aίakίdhj (ἴsqi) Ήmetέr 
LPV.1-5.10. Moῦsan (άpὀ grafίdoj) Μάστορα (τόn Λαέρτεω ᾽Αριστώνυμός ῞Οмηρι    
 
L.PV.1-5.1. One leader - in 167 yr. – across 53 d. after 85 d. Considered – a biography in 138 d.167 yr. of the 2-nd mighty  
leader,who was born one day later than me, brn. in 61 d.119 yr. one of two twins in 85 d.167 yr. slaughtered Dionisius in 48yrs.  
Alexander equal the only to people who brn. in 127 yr. in 328 d. villainously by 20 men. at 16-year-old femme fatale strangled 
L.PV.1-5.2. Kikon brn. in 263 d. 102 yr. to wine the prickle of stingray to the leader in 303 d. 165 yr. Deadely poison to Hades  

with brn. 80 d. 131 yr. Brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. - in a pot - had sent my Marine Goddess in 51 yrs. 
L.PV.1-5.3. For Dionisius gift in 303 d. 165 yr. During the Budini’ feast in 51 yrs brn in 105 d. 114 yr. brn. in 61 d.119 yr. by  

the boaster of Achilles – Hero brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. and brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. the Beloved in marble Seamen glorified of  
mine in 138 d. 167 yr.  

L.PV.1-5.4. The Divine brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.murder in 85 d. 167 yr. Is doomed in Hades in 48 yrs. at 16-year –old. Trojan  
strangled Achilles brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. At Pontus on the day 168th to be in 167 yr. the 1-st Archon in 167 yr. brn. in 62 d. in 48  

yrs. Pontic 
L.PV.1-5.5. Battles at Nykiya 37-year-old two 20 and 16 against mine brn in 61 d. 10 ships Under the sails with priestess brn  

in 105 d. 114 yr. of the city found. in 105 d. 145 yr. Defenders Paean brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. grateful to honor the victory 
L.PV.1-5.6. Theseus resurrect on the 23 d. and 255 d. 155 yr. infuriated the Gods in 85 d. 167 yr. On Pontus in 171 d. 167 yr.  

on the island Finished after 85 d. 167 yr. One in 48 yrs. was strangled near Ilion 
L.PV.1-5.7. Migty brn.in 62 d.119 yr. at agoranomos mated With a Virgin 16 yrs. Ample-bodied brn. in 74 d. 151 yr.  

Exhausted brn. in 62 d. 119 yr.  The Young 16 yrs. and the enemies 
L.PV.1-5.8. 20 Strangled with the straps by brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. At femme-fatale on the 85th day 167 year30 insolent   

attacked the victim brn.in 62 d.119 yr. brn. in 61 d. 167 yr. Akhius arrow brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. brn. in 61 d. 167 yr.Recollect  
honorable victims 

L.PV.1-5.9. Brought in 7 d.168 yr. on the ship to the island The victim of the love affair brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. about Thetis - brn.  
in 105 d.114 yr. brn. in 114 yr. told in 11 d. 168 yr.: revenge to the Passionate murder brn. in 85 d. According to the stories the  
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Mother brn. in 99 yr. 
L.PV.1-5.10. To the Muse brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. dedicate  brn in 311 d. 168 yr. to the son The Searching brn. in 119 yr. in  61 d.  
son of Laertes brn. in 303 d. 100 yr. and brn.in 85d. 99 yr. Grand daughters Well-known brn.in 211d.42 yr. Homer from 61 day  

155 year in 36 years 
From the verses  of the lapidary Paean of the  five monuments few things become quite obvious. First,  it is 

the fact that, despite the loss of seven  personal names, i.e., of the one hidden verse, the message of the information 
that is contained in Olympus, is still fully preserved. Secondly, all the conversions are quite  logical and allow you 
to remove all the odd numbers and repeated dates from  the verses. Thirdly, if it was initially designed, then  there 
should be seen  two acrostics composed of five words of the consolidated Paean, that are constructed by using the 
first personal  names of the ten verses, as well as two telestics composed of five words of the  consolidated Paean, 
constructed  by using  the last personal names of each verse. In addition, acrostics and telestics may be linked by 
the mesostics constructed by using the middle names of a verse composed of five words. A similar schemes were 
discovered by me in an old Russian monument dating back to 1187 Slovo o polku Igoreve (The tale of Prince Igor’s 
campaign) [2]. However, in order this relationship to be continuous, the personal names in the mesostic should be 
selected by starting from the end of the consolidated Paean and moving to its beginning. Let us make a selection 
sceme for the personal names from  the consolidated Acro-meso-tele-verse of the Paean according to their numbers:  

Two acrostics composed of five words:   1.1 + 1.6 + 1.11 + 2.1 + 2.6;       2.11 + 3.7 + 3.12 + 4.4 + 4.11; 
Two mesostics composed of five words: 5.2 + 4.6 + 3.15 + 3.9 + 3.4;       2.8 + 2.3 + 1.13 + 1.8 + 1.3; 
Two telestics composed of five words:    1.5 + 1.10 + 1.15 + 2.5 + 2.10;   3.6 + 3.11 + 4.3 + 4.10 + 5.4.   
Let us introduce the following designation  for the hidden acrostics LAVP.1-5.1, where L stands for 

Lapidary, AVP stands for AcroVerse Paean, then follows the number of the monument 1-5, that is, from the first   
and up to the fifth  numbers of the monument, and then follows the ordinal  number of the verse. Similarly, let us 
introduce the following designation  for the hidden Mesostics MVP.1-5.1, where  MVP stands for Mesos Verse 
Paean, and for the telestics of the Paean  LTVP.1-5.1, where TVP stands for Tele Verse Paean). The auxiliary 
words of the personal names we are  going to use minimally. 

 
LAVP.1.1-2.6.    Eύrhsi-bίou Koukod-wnoj Dionuso-dwros ʼAgaqῆ N-eikίou   
LAVP.2.11-4.11. Ἀnέs-thsen ʼEpikrάtouj Koulij Ὅ-xhma (nῆsse) Moῦsan  
LMVP.5.2-3.4.  Λαέρτεω Qέtidoj L-usimά-gou  Abrumhou Pontά-rxv-i - (o)  
LMVP.2.8-1.3.  Farnagou  Illeῖ  Ἀxil-leἴ  Ad-wlou ((pe-ri)) Dio-nύ-sion 
LTVP.1.5-2.10.  In-ar-mazoj Sei-pelagou Pelagou Pontikoῦ  Ὑgeίaj  
LTVP.3.6-5.4.    A-ίlίou  Neo-ptolέmou Xaristήrion (gerej) Ή-metέr ῞Οмηρι   
 
LAVP.1.1-2.6.  Considered a biography about Kikon’s wine Dionisius gift of the Divine in 1-st 169 yr. on Nykiya for the 50  

anniversary.  
LAVP.2.11-4.11. Teseus ressurect the Mighty strangled by 20 straps Brought (on the ship to the island) to the Muse. 
LMVP.5.2-3.4     Laertes’ Thetis 30-years-old insolent brought Ample-bodied to Pontus alone earlier 7 days than 168th year. 
LMVP.2.8-1.3.   Under the sail A Trojan after the death of Achilles Baned (brn.in 85d.) the Doivine on the ship near whirlpool 
LTVP.1.5-2.10.   At 16-years-old femme fatale strangled my sailor To my Pontic Deity the Paean  
LTVP.3.6-5.4.    The one in 103 d. at Ilion with Neoptolemus Recollected (the deceased) with his mother, - told Homer 
 

Out of the content of these six verses composed of five words it becomes quite obvious, that we are dealing 
with the originally intended by Homer ensemble, which is constructed of the five lapidary monuments that could be 
easily called the Berezan’ lapidary pantheon of Homer. It is dedicated to the Muse, Achilles and his mother, and 
was composed  to commemorate Homer’s and Achilles’ 50th anniversary. While making  the analysis above, I kept 
asking myself two questions all the time, that didn’t have any answers until this analysis: where was the city of 
Nykeus located, was it on the island of Berezan’ or on the site of the present-day city of Ochakiv? why  is the 
dedication to the 50th anniversary so muffled? and why isn’t Neoptolemus mentioned anywhere in the text as the 
son of Achilles?  

Here we have  the answers to all of these questions.  
Nykeus was the name of the city that probably was invented either by Homer or by his Muse. The city itself 

was located on the island of Berezan’ for 23 years of the Muses’s  life there, during the period starting with 631 BC 
[5]  and until 608 BC when this complicated monument was being created.  It is still unknown, if this name 
managed to stick historically or it  did not, that question can be answered conclusively only by the archaeologists 
who are now involved in the excavations of the ancient  city on the island of Berezan, the very city they kept 
calling Borysthenum today [1]. From Nykeya the first letter appeared – as the creation of the Pantheon dedicated to 
the 50th anniversary.  In the verse LTVP.3.6-5.4 the first letter of the word ή-metέr may refer both to a pronoun ή=ὅj 
– «its» [8, c. 1198], and to he word ή=ἠmί «told» as well [8, p. 753]. Here, as it is quite common for the hidden 
verses, all the necessary variants of reading of one and the same word might be included. According to the myths, 
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Neoptolemus's mother was the daughter of King Lycomedes Deidamia, who lived  on the island of Skyros. [12, 14] 
Just immediately after the death of Achilles, Homer=Odysseus arrived by ship on Skyros to get his son 
Neoptolemus (there was a prediction that without the participation of Neoptolemus Troy will not be defeated) and 
brought him, probably accompanied by  his mother, Deidamia, for parting with the dead Achilles. The journey by 
ship from Troy to Skyros could  take the time of  2-3 days or so, and in a week, that is, on  October, 16, 609 BC, 
Homer with  Neoptolemus and Deidamia were already at Troy. The father paid to Priam the ransom for  the body of 
Achilles on October, 19.  So, the date of funeral found  in the word Aίlίou (103rd  day, i.e., October, 23, which is 
formed from the letters ίl as in acrostic) fits all the realities. Two of the mesostics LMVP.5.2-3.4 and LMVP.2.8-1.3 
provide new information about the death of Homer's mother  which occured because of  the 30-year-old Trojan, 
who carried Homer’s mother by ship to the whirlpool of Charybdis and there she was killed by him on  July, 8, 609 
BC. Here in the name Pontarches with the attached letter -(o the following information can be acquired: Pontά-
rxv-i -(o, which  literally should be read "to Pontus – rxv – year 168th – i – the one (from 10 only one figure is 
taken as in the acrostic) - (o - 7 days before the beginning of the year” (from 70 only the first figure is selected). In 
the second mezostic LMVP.2.8-1.3 Homer for the first time drew attention to the fact that Achilles died on the 
mother's birthday, that is on the 85th day, i.e., on  October, 8. The name of Dionisius is  divided into three parts of 
Dio-nύ-sion – here the  translations of Dio-"Divine", and trends: nύ=nauj which stands for  "by ship” and 
sion=sίw=seίw which stands for “ar whirlpool” are used. [8, p. 1476 = 1466]. 

To complete the system of comparisons of the information contained in the lapidary records, is is necessary 
to find  in the epics the prroves of information contained in mesostics, that is, the information about the death of 
Homer's mother. To do this, let us consult the Paean of the 24th  son of The Iliad [9]. 

 
The Paean: names in the order use in the 10 and the 11 hidden poems of the XXIV song of The Iliad 

 
Index No Classical Greek Interpretation Notes 

Si.24.325.153 Id-ai=oj (e)/laune)  The Trojan 30-yrs (of Elay killed) brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. Mother 

Si.24.333.156 E-rmei/an  The Basis (Thetis) in 358 d. 167 yr.  

Si.24.346.163 Ellh/s-ponton (i(/kane) At the (exit) of the Greeks at Pontus   Bosporos 

Si.24.395.176 Atrei/+wni (tou) Seemed as if  (took revenge for destruction of Troy in 240 d. 167 yr.)  

Si.24.397.177 Murmido/nwn 10.In Public in 358 d. 167 yr.  

Si.24.397.178 Po-lu/ktwr Murdered brn. in 63 d. 138 yr. Hyllus 

Si.24.437.189   )/Argoj  By the hands in 54 d. 168 yr.  

Si.24.474.206  Au)tome/dwn  for Autocratic brn in 85 d. 99 yr.  

Si.24.474.207 /A-lkimoj  Braveheart son of brn. in 105 d. 114 yr.  Muse 

Si.24.536.231 o)/lb-w?(te plou/tw?) 11. Olbia found. in 23 d. 23 yr. (Hades)  

 
PVi.24.10.  )Idai=oj (e)/laune) Ermei/an Ellh/sponton Atrei/+wni (tou) Murmido/nwn 
PVi.24.11. Polu/ktwr   )/Argoj Au)tome/dwn Alkimoj o)/lbw?(te plou/tw?) 
 
PVi.24.10. The Trojan 30-yrs (of Elay killed) brn. in 85 d. 99 yr. The Basis (Thetis) in 358 d. 167 yr. At the (exit) of the Greeks  

at Pontus Seemed as if  (took revenge for destruction of Troy in 240 d. 167 yr.) In Public in 358 d. 167 yr. 
PVi.24.11. Murdered brn. in 63 d. 138 yr. By the hands in 54 d. 168 yr. for Autocratic brn in 85 d. 99 yr. Braveheart son of brn.  

in 105 d. 114 yr. Olbia found. in 23 d. 23 yr. (Hades) 
 
As it becomes obvious from the  verse PVi.24.10  of the Paean of the 24th song of The Iliad all the data 

shown above in the consolidated mesostics of the lapidary monuments find full confirmation here: that is the age of 
a Trojan (he is 30 years or age); and the fact that everything happened in the Bosporus at the exit to the Black Sea; 
and the fact that  revenge occurred on July, 8, 609 BC. In verse the additional information is provided concerning 
the fact that the revenge for this murder was completed  by the Muses and Homer, they sent her son Hyllus  (the 
Scythius), he sought out the murderer of his grandmother, and took revenge on him on September, 7,  608 BC.  
Additionally it is  noted that the hero was from Olbia-1 in Hades (Nikolaev), that was established on December, 23, 
of the year 23rd, i.e., on  August, 7, 753 BC. Another repeat of this date is based on the data of the index 
Si.24.536.231 beside the name of Olbia. I should note here that here name of Olbia as the city was as well, 
recovered from the text  of the 24th song of The Iliad, where it has been written with a lowercase letter. It is 
important to emphasize here that the song in question was created in the Crimea, 8 years after the creation of the 
Pantheon of lapidary monuments on the island of Berezan’. Moreover, Homer didn’t have lapidary texts created by 
him. On the island of Ogygia  (the Crimea) Odysseus landed on the mast and keel of his  broken ship and he had no 
possessions at all. All of the texts were restored by Homer basing entirely on his memory. 
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From the 6 poems we acquired with the help of reduction you can make three final (Final) Acro-meso-tele-
verses,  each of them has 6 names, and together they summarize the Paean  of the Berezan’ Pantheon of lapidary 
inscriptions: 

 
LAVPF Eύrhsi-bίou Ἀnέs-thsen Λαέρτεω F-arnagou Ina-rmazoj A-ίlίou   
LMVPF Xaristήrion Pelagou Ἀxil-leἴ  Lu-simά-gou Koulij Dionuso-dwros 
LTVPF N-eikίou Moῦsan Pontά-rxv-i Dio-nύ-sion Ὑgeίaj ῞Οмηρι   
 
LAVPF Considered a biography which resurrects Theseus Laertidian 50 loons at 16-year-old femme-fatale strangled                   

The One at Ilion. 
LMVPF Recollected the seamen Achilles 30 murdered by 20 straps  strangled Drunken Dionisius 
LTVPF At Nykiya at the Muse to the 50th anniversary of Pontarches on the 1st day of the year 169th to Dionisius a Paean from  

Homer 
 In the Olympuses and Paeans of the songs in The Iliad and The Odyssey the verses composed of six words 

are frequently encountered, but there can not be more than four of them for the one song. This suggests that for the 
sake of keeping the finished and completed meaning inside each hidden verse Homer agreed to the deviation of the 
principle of composinf the verses of five words. And here we have it in the final telestic composed of six words 
LTVPF where it is clearly stated that the Paean of the lapidary Pantheon Homer created in Nykiya (we already 
have no doubts that it was on the island of Berezan’) at the Muse, and the work wascompleted on 1st day of the year 
169th, i.e., on July, 16, 607 BC. Here the first figure is selected from 10 because on the 10th day Odyssey-Homer 
had already sailed away from Circe to the Sirens.[2, 3] The Paean is dedicated to the 50th anniversary of Achilles-
Dionysius which occured in the year 169th. It would seem that in the first two verses, i.e., in acro-and meso-verses, 
no new information is  reported. Actually, here we must once again emphasize the desire of Homer for accuracy. In 
the Monument No. 3, where the names K-oulij and Lu-simά-gou are mentioned, we  doubted how many  first 
letters we should  select to specify the number out of those names. It would seem a small thing, and still  Homer 
here made this  quite clear. In the name of Farnague, separating the first letter from the rest of the word, he fixed a 
different interpretation of F-arnagou, i.e. “50 loons”, here meaning the trend: arna=arήn. After this we have 
nothing to do but to  leave for the numbers only the first letters of the names K-oulij and Lusimά-gou. 

At last, from this three separate acro-, meso- and a tele-verse it is necessary to make last, Summary 
acroteleversus all Paean LATVPS, generalizing the contents of all five monuments. Here the first names are 
selected from acroversus to televersus, and last names for a total televerse - upside-down: 

 
LATVPS Eύrhs-ibίou Xaris-tήrion Neikί-ou ῞Ομηρι Dionuso-dwros A-ίlίou   
LATVPS Has conceived the biography in 138 д. 167 yr. for preservation of memory about brn. in 62 d. 119 yr. in Nykiya to  

50 yrs. At brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. of the Homer brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. in 1 d. 169 yr. to the Brother a gift was lost in 85 d. 167 yr.  
one at Ilion from 40 soldier of brn. in 328 d. 127 yr. 

 
In final verse Paean of all complex LATVPS all necessary information with the indication of necessary dates on 

the author of a monument, a place where it is created to whom it is devoted contains. Shortly speaking, the 
application of the Homer for creation of "Illiada" here is stated, as an occasion for which mean murder of his 
brother Ahilla by soldiers of Paris in 85 d. 167 yr. 

If in the 10th verse of the consolidated Paean we recollect the reference to the death from Olympus, it 
appears that Homer prophetically saw his  demise connected with the birth of Thelegonus. And if we  repeat once 
more the procedure of constructing of the acrostic  for the 10th verse of the consolidated Paean without any 
reference to the death of Homer, then we will get the acrostic-dedication, decoding the main  mystery of Homer, 
which he hid  in acrostic LAVО.5.1: 

 
LAVР.10. Mo-ῦsan ΜάΛΑ ῞Οm-ηρι  
LAVP.10. To the brn. in 105 d. 114 yr. secret Muse brn. in 61 d. 119 yr. of Homer in 1 d. 169 yr.  
 

Let's explain reception of dates in acroversus LAVР.10 in view of a principle of a continuity of selection of 
letters-figures. In word Moῦsan, here ῦ-sa=10 and n=5, i.e. 105 day, in the opposite direction a=1; s-a=1; and ῦ = 
4 form 114 year. In a word ΜάΛΑ of a birth in 61 day it is received Μ+ (ά-Λ)=60 and Α=1, i.e. 61-st day, and 119 
year is formed of those letters in the opposite direction: Α=1, ά–(Λ-Α)=1, и Μ+ά+Λ+Α=9. In a name ῞Οmηρι year of 
creation of the signature is restored from right to left: ι=1 д. (ρ=1) (η-ρ-ι=6) (η+ρ=9), i.e. 169 yr. 

It is the appearance of this acrostic-dedication that in fact is to justify by all means the composing of the  
consolidated Olympus and Paean for all the five monuments. There was no one in the life of Homer, not a single 
person who played a greater role than his older sister by his father’s side. She accompanied him constantly and 
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conducted his entire life and creative work starting from the earliest years until her very death. The Muse sparked 
his genius into life and she even bore him a son, who was doomed to kill him. And all the life cycle of a genius 
found implementation in a very simple formula composed by Homer himself: "the whole mystery of Homer is in 
his Muse!" All his works he dedicated to his Muse, she was the first person to whom he sent his new works, she 
was is fact the keeper of all his manuscripts. No one has done so much to promote his works in ancient Greece, as 
she has. His  most noticeable and most popular work  both in Greece and in Scythia (the Scythian pectoral IV BC 
[3, 4] is an evidence to it), The Augonautics, he wrote in Olbia-1 (Nikolayev) in December, 591 BC, staring at the 
smoke of the fire, burning the dead body of his Muse. It was then that he realized that his days are numbered, and 
so in this myth he called all of his characters by their personal names. There he reported his real name (Zet), the 
names of Achilles (Kaloides), their father (Boreus) and the Muse (Cleopatra, i.e. "the one who glorified her 
homeland"). While presumably I inform, that in poetry of the Ancient Greece the Muse is known under pseudonym 
Sappho, and Axilles - as Alcaeus. She died on the same day as Achilles in 591 BC and bequeathed to bury her 
along with him on the island Leucos (Zmeiny island).  

Here we must also suggest how a Pantheon of lapidary inscriptions was created. First of all, let us pay 
attention to the fact that for the final and summary LATVPS verses we do not need any auxiliary words. This means 
that the technology for creating such complex verses as acro-meso-tele-verses, began precisely with the writing of 
the LATVPS and tiercet (LAVPF, LMVPF, LTVPF) and went in reverse. Then more names were added, and the two 
acrostics, mesostics and telestics were received, that is, as a result the contents of the entire table of Paean were 
found. Starting with Paean for composing the Olympus we have just to add seven personal names  in the right 
places. You can assume that the first three of the monuments, that were created in mid-609 BC were not yet merged 
with one common plan. Creating of a Pantheon consisting of the five plates was started at the beginning of the year 
608, immediately upon arrival of Homer, after the death of his entire squadron in the Bay of Laestrygonians 
(Balaclava) and the funeral of his mother. Probably, it is the awareness of the mother’s will concerning the stone 
with his name and life dates, brought  Homer  an idea (monument No. 5) to create an entire  series consisting of 
five marble slabs. The stimulus to this may have been the birth of the fouth son of the Muse fathered by Homer, 
which occurred on May, 22, 608 BC, and was followed by the creation of fourth monument (see Figure 4). It could 
serve as a major conduit of all the other already created lapidary inscriptions. The evidence to this is the very nature 
of the inscription of this marble slab. The letters are pretty large at the very beginning, which shows that Homer 
had another idea, obviously shorter. Then, perhaps, the idea of the Pantheon occurred to Homer and as a result 
everything has been redone, taking into account the already made inscription. It is no coincidence that of all other 
records, this one was the most difficult to decipher. Finally, during my research of the hidden texts in the lapidary 
monuments of Olbia, I found out that in one of  the most significant of them, both in size and in content, in the so-
called Decree on Protagenes [17], Homer left two direct confirmations of the Pantheon of Berezan’ considered 
here. From the 131 hidden verses of the Olympus of the monument in question it revealed that the Decree is 
dedicated to Protagenes (Ancestor), that is, to Homer’s great-grandfather and teacher, the famous Olen = Aristeas  
of Marmora = Arpoxais (according to Herodotus). I should remind you here hat the Greeks themselves 
acknowledged that Aristeas of Marmora taught them how to compose hexameters. He was the author of a great 
work Arimaspea (Herodotus). So, in the 37th verse of Olympus of Decree on Protagenes Homer noted that his 
teacher was the great master of «weaving baskets closing with their end at the beginning», i.e., the master of 
composing of acro-meso-tele-verses. So, this art was already mastered by  Homer at the age of 12 years, when he 
created with an assistance of Aristeas, a memorial slab, which was posthumously installed in the Agora, of 
Prokoness by the citizens of it on the 95th anniversary of the teacher, on February, 11, 640 BC. And in the 14th verse 
of the Olympus of Decree on Protagenes Homer wrote explicitly that while being at the Muse’s in the Agora 2 
years later than the death of Achilles in 167th year, he made 5 slabs dedicated to the deceased.  

So, it if clearly evident that the content of the hidden verses  based on the original lapidary inscriptions, 
completely coincides with the details and events in the life of Homer, which were described in 2001, prior to 
opening the hidden verses, in the theses to the immanent biography of Homer [3, 4]. And the  physical location of 
the Pantheon of five lapidary monuments on the island of Berezan’, can be explained by the fact that the Muse of 
Homer stayed there for  40 years, and she was the factor that was dominated over all of his works. Comparing  the 
hidden verses of the lapidary inscriptions and  of the written sources, executed here, demonstrates that there is not 
just a coincidence in the content, but also an exact match in  the dates. And this is possible only when both were 
done by one and the same person. So, it's safe to say about the authorship of the hidden poems belonging to Homer, 
both in lapidary monuments and in written sources. Moreover, in this case, they complement each other, narrowing 
the range of uncertainties and ambiguities of the hidden texts. Certainly, the basic role is played by the lapidary 
hidden texts, for they are the autographs. When studying those and other sources the same technique is used. 
Various techniques of marking the dates are connected e mainly with the sizes of the texts: in the lapidary 
inscriptions the text is much shorter than in the epics. So, the circle of the same events described in the lapidary 
monuments and in the epics, fully matching in the dates as well, is able to shake any imagination. Behind all of 
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these facts there stood a genius of Homer, in fact neutralizing the lag of his technological possibilities from our 
own. No doubt Homer possessed an absolute memory and enormous speed of the calculations. Preliminary results 
of the present researches are stated in article « To the Homer - 2670! ». [18]    

We can and must discuss the details of the research presented here,- it only the first sight at a problem of 
decoding of autographes of the Homer. But, as a whole it already to challenge it is impossible. The circle of the 
studies of Homer's life and works has closed. The stones, being the autographs of the poet, spoke in the same 
language and with the same words as the clearly written texts of the epics of Homer, that we can acquire after 
millenia. I hope that this publication will begin an era of verification of Homer as a real historical figure. They are 
write, when they say that the big is seen from a distance. The scale of the genius of Homer is determined by the 
time he has stayed incomprehended - and that is for 2600 years! It can be said that in the Pantheon of lapidary 
monuments, found on Berezan’, Homer, as Christ, is risen from the dead, trampling down death by death… 

 
Nikolaev, September, 2013. 
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